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Abstract

Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are a modern heuristic algorithm that have proven

efficiency on a large number of real-life problems. Despite the rich history of appli-

cations understanding of both how and why EAs work is lagging far behind. This

is especially true for one of the main components of EAs, that is hypothesized by

many to underlie their efficiency: population.

The first problem considered in this thesis is the introduction of a recombina-

tion operator, K-Bit-Swap (KBS) and its comparison to mainstream operators,

such as mutation and different types of crossover. A vast amount of statistical ev-

idence is presented that shows that EAs using KBS outperform other algorithms

on a whole range of problems. Two problems are selected for a deep theoretical

analysis: OneMax and Royal Roads.

The main problem of modeling EAs that use both population and a pool of par-

ents is the complexity of the structures that arise from the process of evolution. In

most cases either one type of species is considered or certain simple assumptions

are made about fitness of the species.

The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a new approach to

modeling of EAs that is based on approximating the structure of the population

and the evolution of subsets thereof. This approach lies at the core of the new tool

presented here, the Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism that was used to derive

upper bounds on the runtime of EAs. In addition, lower bounds were found us-

ing simpler assumptions of the underlying distribution of species in the population.

xii



The second important result of the approach is the derivation of limiting dis-

tributions of a subset of the population, a problem well-known in areas such as

epidemiology. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no such findings have been

published in the EA community so far.
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Notation

The notation for species, α∗ . . . η is used to denote both the type and the size of

the type, i.e. instead of |α∗| . . . |η|.

α Elite species

α∗ Super-elite species

β Non-elite species with the next-best fitness to α

β∗ Elite species with the next-best auxiliary value to α∗

γ Non-elite species other than β

γ∗ Elite species other than α∗ and β∗

δ Proportion of elite species in the population

δ∗ Proportion of super-elite species in the population

η All non-elite species in the population (both β and γ)

ϕ Probability to swap bits between two parents in the recombination pool
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λ Size of the recombination pool

μ Size of the population

K Number of bins (plateaus of fitness) in a string

M Size of the bin (length of the plateau of fitness)

M Total number of types of infections in the population (only in Section 5.2)

mj Number of species with infection type j (only in Section 5.2)

m1,δ∗α Mean first hitting time of the absorbing state δ∗α

in a Markov Chain

n Length of the string (total number of bits in the string)

N Population size (only in Section 2.3.2)

(μ, λ) Evolutionary Algorithm with population size μ and recombination pool

size λ, no elitism

(μ+ λ) Evolutionary Algorithm with population size μ and recombination pool

size λ using some form of elitism

P (Hj) Probability to select j pairs of elite parents (1BS) or j elite parents (RLS)

into the recombination pool

P (Gk) Probability to evolve at least one higher-ranked offspring given k

improvements so far

P (G0k) Probability to fail to evolve a higher-ranked offspring given k

improvements so far

xvii



P (α) Probability to observe α elite parents in the population (Uniform)

Psel,α Probability to select an elite pair (1BS) or species (RLS)

into the recombination pool given α elite species in the population

Pswap Probability to swap bits between parents using the KBS operator

Pflip Probability to flip bits in a parent using RLS

rv Random variable

S11 The first expression in Phase 1

S11(α
∗) The summand in the first expression in Phase 1

S12 The second expression in Phase 1

S21 The first expression in Phase 2

S22 The second expression in Phase 2

Eτ Mean first hitting time in a Markov Chain

sk kth bin in the string

s whole string

V (sk) Auxiliary value of kth bin in the string (also Vk)

V (s) Auxiliary value of the whole string (also Vs)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, the motivation behind the thesis, its main results and outline are

presented. In addition to this, a short introduction to Evolutionary Computation

gives a quick overview of the area.

1.1 Introduction to Evolutionary Computation

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were first introduced in 1975 book ‘Adaptation in Nat-

ural and Artificial Systems’ by J. Holland (see [Hol75]) and over time they grew

to become some of the most popular heuristic optimization tools. Although since

then a large number of new evolution-inspired tools has evolved, some of the most

important features are still present in some form. A very general GA exhibits

the routine detailed in Table 1.1. Hereinafter ‘condition fulfilled’ means that a

pre-specified condition, e.g. the number of generations without improvement of

fitness has bee fulfilled.

From now on the term Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) instead of Genetic Al-

gorithms (GAs) is used. EAs are a more general term that include, besides GA,

Genetic Programming, Evolutionary Strategies (ES), Particle Swarm Optimiza-

tion, Differential Evolution, Estimation of Distribution Algorithms, Covariance of

Matrix Adaptation, Memetic Algorithms.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

1 Generate starting population uniformly at random by producing a set of binary
strings length n, {0, 1}n
loop until condition fulfilled

2 Assign each species a problem-specific fitness value
3 Use a fitness-proportional selection function to select a subset of strings

(not necessarily unique) into a recombination pool
4 Apply a recombination and mutation operators to each (or some) pair of

parents in the recombination pool
5 Replace the old population with a new population of offsprings

end loop

Table 1.1: Canonical Genetic Algorithm

As computational capacity grew, so did EAs’ efficiency, especially on problems

with complicated, poorly-understood landscapes, such as combinatorial problems

that cannot be solved using deterministic approach based on deriving second-order

derivatives. Problems such as Traveling salesman, knapsack, assignment, arise fre-

quently in many areas: transport, biology, chemistry, manufacturing, etc. Also

EAs are used frequently in data mining/machine learning in combination with

classifiers (e.g. to optimize weights in the neural networks).

Gradually, alongside applications, theoretical investigation into efficiency of EAs

on various functions evolved mainly along two lines: convergence (see Section 2.2)

and runtime (see Section 2.3). The former concerns itself mostly with the proba-

bility that the algorithm finds the solution eventually and the rate of search. The

latter studies the expected time, i.e. asymptotic bounds of time until the algo-

rithm finds the solution.

So far all functions considered in the theoretical EA literature are test problems,

i.e. they are either trivial or specially constructed to compare the working of dif-

ferent algorithms. Very generally, the set of problems considered can be divided

into three subsets: ‘easy’ linear problems (e.g. OneMax), problems with plateaus

(e.g. Royal Roads) and trap functions (e.g. TwoMax), i.e. functions with local

optima. A number of toy combinatorial problems, such as vertex-cover, maximum

matching, spanning trees are also frequently considered. Nevertheless, in-depth
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theoretical analysis of ‘real-life’ problems still seems intractable.

1.2 Motivation

The main motivation and objective of this thesis is to study population-based EAs,

that are often used in the real world applications, and extend numerous findings for

EAs with trivial populations or recombination pools to certain more complicated

algorithms. The evolution of the structure of the population and recombination

pool on various problems is a matter of great interest, and one of the least-studied

problems in the EA community, see e.g. [CHS+09, CTCY12].

Lack of this analysis comes from the fact that the results for simpler algorithms

cannot be directly extended to more complicated ones, because they require a sub-

stantially different approach (see Section 2.3.2).

As a consequence, there is a lack of tools for the analysis of EAs that use both

non-trivial population and recombination pool. One such tool, the Elitism Levels

Traverse Mechanism is presented and applied to two test problems.

Another motivation is to study the performance of the K-Bit-Swap (KBS) opera-

tor, which combines features of both crossover and mutation. Analysis is restricted

to 1BS (i.e. K = 1) in order to compare it to the mainstream Randomized Local

Search (RLS) operator. Since most analysis in EA community is focused on mu-

tation operators, this is a valuable extension.

1.3 Main results

The main results of this thesis can be subdivided into three parts:

• The introduction of a recombination operator K-Bit-Swap that is shown to

have efficiency on various binary-encoded test functions,
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• Analysis of dynamics and approximation of the structure of the population

of EAs,

• Derivation of upper and lower bounds on the runtime of EAs

Although relevant results are summarized in their respective chapters, some of the

most important ones are listed here:

1. The Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism is a new tool that is designed to

derive tight upper bounds on elitist EAs solving problems with and without

plateaus. It was applied to the OneMax and Royal Roads, a test problem

with plateaus. The following results evolved from this analysis:

• proof that sub-elite species influence the performance of the algorithm

• measured in the number of generations the order of convergence on

OneMax is O(μn logn
λ

) so the performance is improved if run on parallel

computers.

• derivation of the upper bound on an arbitrary plateau function with K

plateaus of the same length M . For a specific case of a Royal Road-type

function with K = M =
√
n this bound turns out to be O(μn

3
2 log2 n
λ

),

which is a big improvement from the previous results. This is a strong

argument in favor of using population-based algorithms for such func-

tions.

• when solving functions with plateaus, the probability of adding a super-

elite species (the meaning of this term is explained in the Chapter 5) is

lower-bounded by 1− e−
c
8 + o(1), c is a small constant.

2. In addition to the Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism, the following prop-

erties of population-based EAs solving functions with plateaus have been

derived:
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• a birth-and-death Markov chain for the worst case, when no more than

one (super-)elite species can be added or removed from the population

• an infinite-population approximation of the stationary distribution of

(super-)elite species. It turns out to be distributed as Poisson for small

improvement rates and Normal for large improvements rates.

3. Assuming Uniform distribution of elite species in the population one can

derive lower bounds on runtime.

• for (μ+ λ)EA with 1BS solving OneMax problem it is of Ω(n logn
λ

), for

(μ+ λ) Randomized Local Search (RLS) it is also Ω(n logn
λ

)

• for (μ+λ)EA with 1BS solving Royal Roads problem it is of Ω(n
3
2 log2 n

λ
),

for (μ+ λ) Randomized Local Search (RLS) it is Ω(n
3
2 logn
λ

)

• bounds for (μ+λ)EA with 1BS are asymptotically tight up to the order

of μ

• numerical results confirm the Uniform distribution assumption of the

upper-bound on the probability of sampling of the elite species for Royal

Roads, and reject it for OneMax

4. The results of computational experiments show the benefit of the K-Bit-Swap

operator on various binary-encoded function compared to mainstream ge-

netic operators, such as crossover, mutation, RLS, especially on Royal Roads,

OneMax, k-means clustering, Rosenbrock, Ackley, Rastrigin test functions.

Relevant statistical models are presented to prove this.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

In Chapter 2 past research relevant to this thesis is presented. It focuses mostly

on results for population-based EAs in the past ten years. Also a quick review of

mathematical tools used in this thesis is given.
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In Chapter 3 the K-Bit-Swap operator is presented together with a large num-

ber of numerical results and statistical analysis. The results confirm the benefit of

using KBS on a large number of functions.

In Chapter 4 the first attempt to analyze two algorithms is made (one using 1-

Bit-Swap (1BS), the other RLS) on OneMax and Royal Roads test functions by

making assumptions about the population structure. It is shown, both theoreti-

cally and numerically, that this approach yields the lower bound on the runtime of

the algorithms. A large number of numerical results and some statistical analysis

are presented that prove the validity of the models, distribution of elite species

and the gap between theoretical and numerical results.

Chapter 5 presents a number of important results coming from the population

partitioning approach. The Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism is presented and

a lower bound on the probability to add a (super-)elite species is derived. Using

this tool, an upper bound on the runtime of the (μ+ λ)EA1BS algorithm on One-

Max function is derived. A birth-and-death Markov chain is developed to use the

Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism to study a function with plateaus and derive

the upper bound on the runtime. Additionally, approximations of stationary dis-

tributions of super-elite species are derived, perhaps for the first time in theoretical

EA community.

The thesis concludes with the discussion of the results and possible extensions

to them.



Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter gives an in-depth review of past work in the analysis of EAs, focusing

on runtime analysis.

2.1 Schemata Theorem

Most of this thesis is dedicated to answering the question ‘how’, i.e. how the EA

works on some function. The earliest theoretical results on binary-encoded algo-

rithms are aimed more at answering the question ‘why’, i.e. why EAs work. Some

of the earliest findings in [Hol75, Gol89, MFH92, Mit96] that were summarized in

[RR03], are dedicated to schemata theorem and building block hypothesis (BBH).

A schema H is a section of a string (substring) of type H = x ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗y (in this case

length 6) where defining bits x, y ∈ {0, 1}, ∗ means ‘don’t care’, so e.g. substring

111111 would be an instance of H if x = y = 1. That is, a schema can be seen as

a type of a template of genetic data.

Quite obviously, not all schemata are the same, since some templates have a

higher-than-average fitness. Early theory states that EAs that use genetic op-

erators such as biased selection, crossover and mutation implicitly estimate fitness

of schemata (this phenomena is known as ‘implicit parallelism’, since schemata

are processed in parallel) by explicitly recombining genetic information between

7
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parents (see [Mit96], Chapter 1). To estimate the dynamics of schemata in the

population, the following expression known as schemata theorem was derived. If

H is a schema as defined above and N(H, t) is the number of instances of schema

H, then the change in the expectation of the number of instances over 1 time unit

is (see in [RR03], Chapter 3.2 and [Gol89], Chapter 2)

E[N(H, t+ 1)] = N(H, t)r(H, t)

where r(H, t) is the ratio of fitness of the schema (measured as the average fitness

of all strings containing H to the average fitness of the population, denoted f(H)

f̄
).

If a certain schema H has some above-average fitness f(H) = f̄ + cf̄ = (1 + c)f̄

for some constant c, this expression can be solved recursively:

E[N(H, t+ 1)] = N(H, 0)rt(H, t) = N(H, 0)(1 + c)t+1

that is, the number of instances grows geometrically (see [Gol89], Chapter 2). If

two other operators, crossover and mutation, are added, the following expression

is obtained:

E[N(H, t+ 1)] ≥ N(H, t)r(H, t)

(
1− δ(H)

l − 1
Pc − o(H)Pm

)

= N(H, 0)(1 + c)t+1

(
1− δ(H)

l − 1
Pc − o(H)Pm

)

The expression in the brackets is the probability of survival of the schema, which

is intuitively inverse-proportional to its length. Pc is the probability of crossover

(Pc = 1 means it is applied to every pair of parents in the recombination pool),

δ(H) is the defining length (distance, measured in bits, between the defining bits,

in the example above δ(H) = 6 − 1 = 5), l is the length of the string. Pm is the

probability of flipping a bit, o(H) is the order of schema (the number of defining

bits, in the example above o(H) = 2).
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2.1.1 Criticism of Schemata Theorem

A number of counterexamples to the schemata theorem have been suggested, e.g.

a deceptive function (see [Gol89], Chapter 2 and [Mit96], Chapter 4). In [RR03]

both numerical and analytical evidence was presented, as well as a compilation of

counterexamples to the schemata theorem and implicit parallelism. For example,

they argue that the focus on the number of instances of schemata are misplaced

and in fact the theorem extends to arbitrary subsets of fitness landscape. This

suggestion was made already in [Vos93, Vos99]. In addition to that, in [Vos99]

it was shown that changing the mutation rate by a tiny value leads to a serious

change in EA’s trajectory.

In the next subsection a brief introduction to alternative theories of EA efficiency

is provided, focusing on the idea of Markov chains.

2.1.2 Alternative explanation of EA efficiency

As an alternative to schemata theorem and BBH a number of theories have been

suggested, among them Statistical mechanics (see [PB94, RS96]) and generative

fixation hypothesis (see [Bur09]). In the remainder of the Section the focus is on

the Markov Chains-based explanation, as it is the closest to the ideas discussed in

this thesis.

Instead of analyzing the string structure, in [NV92] it was suggested to use a

function G(x), a sampling distribution from current population x to determine the

expected drift or direction of the population in the next generation. That is, G(x)
is a probabilistic model that shows the drift of the population. The next task was

to express the probability to obtain the population j from the current population

i:

Qi,j = n!
r−1∏
y=0

{
M
(

Fφi

|Fφi|

)
y

}zy,j

zy,j!
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This equation is an exact transition matrix between populations i, j: if there exists

a string length l, the total number of all possible strings is r, the populations size

n, the total number of populations is N =
(
n+r−1
r−1

)
. The number of occurrences of

string y in population Pj is zy,j, M is a set of crossover and mutation operators,

φi is an incidence vector of population i (number of strings y in population i), Fφi

|Fφi|
is the probability of selection of y for recombination.

To apply Q, if there exists probability measure at generation k πk over the set

of populations, then

πk = π0Q
k

and

lim
k→∞

πk = π

jth element of the vector π is the limiting proportion of time the algorithm has

population Pj. Due to ergodicity of Q, no entries in this vector are equal to

0. Nevertheless, if the population size is infinite (n → ∞), there exists a fixed

collection of states (populations) π∗ such that

π∗ = lim
n→∞

πn

Details of the derivation of these equations as well as properties of π∗ can be found

on [NV92, Vos93, Vos99], and an overview of approaches is in [RR03].

2.2 Convergence Analysis

Since the early 90s, attempts have been made to apply Markov chains and other

probabilistic tools to model EAs, i.e. to find how they work (rather than why).

Some of the earliest results can be found in [Rud94b, Rud94a, Rud96, Rud98],

where a number of convergence rates were derived. In [Rud94a] it was proven that

a canonical GA (see Table 1.1) with fitness-proportional selection, crossover and

mutation does not converge asymptotically to the global optimum of a binary-

encoded fitness function due to the ergodicity of the underlying Markov Chain,

but the elitist one does (although later in [DJW02] it was proved that the upper
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bound of runtime on any binary-encoded problem is O(nn), for the explanation of

big-O notation see Section 2.5).

Test problems used in these proofs include a parabolic Sphere function ([Rud94b])

or some very generally defined functions, such as bounded from below([Rud96]) or

convex functions ([Rud97]). Some of the important results from these publications

are presented below.

In [Rud94a] the framework for analyzing EA convergence was presented. It is

based on the transition matrix P, defined on all possible populations (exactly like

in [NV92]), which is a matrix product of three stochastic matrices:

P = C ·M · S

where C is the one-step transition of EA population using crossover, M - muta-

tion operator and S - selection. The author argues that P is ergodic, therefore

regardless of the initial distribution all states (populations) have a nonzero limiting

probability. Thus, an EA without elitism never converges to the global optimum

(it finds and loses it an infinite number of times).

This argument is extended to EAs that maintain the best solution (elitism), and

it is proven they are guaranteed to converge to the global solution. The question

that naturally arises is the convergence rate, i.e. the rate at which the algorithm

converges to the solution.

In [Rud94b] a non-elitist (1, λ) algorithm (i.e. the one that does not keep the

best solution found so far) solving a Sphere function was considered. First, con-

ditions are derived under which it converges to the global optimum. Secondly,

expression for the expectation of the maximal relative improvement (V (λ)):

E[V (λ)] =

(
λ− 1

λ+ 1

)2

(2.1)
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The results are true for functions with convex region around the global optimum.

Also in [Rud96] it was proven for general search spaces (both binary-encoded and

Euclidean) that if there exists Aε, the set of ε− optimal states and the transition

kernel from non-optimal to optimal states in 1 generation K(x,Aε) ≥ δ > 0, then

regardless of initialization an EA converges as t → ∞ almost surely since

Kt+1(x,Aε) = 1− (1− δ)t+1 (2.2)

P (Xt+1 ∈ Aε) → 1 (2.3)

(by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma)

A large number of these and other important results (e.g. [Suz95, HK99]), con-

cerning mainly convergence rates on general functions, convergence probabilities

and selection of parameters were summarized in [Rud98, Rud99].

The remainder of this Chapter is dedicated to the overview of EA runtime anal-

ysis, which is more relevant to this thesis, and is an answer to the question ‘how

long it takes EAs to find solutions to different problems’.

2.3 Runtime Analysis

This area of EA analysis evolved in the late 90s. It concerns itself predominantly

with the asymptotic properties of EAs (this term and its benefit is explained in

great detail in Section 2.5), first of all upper and lower bounds on the expected

runtime of the algorithm, understood in the same sense as the mean first hitting

time in a Markov chain (see Appendix B). Tools and approaches in this area are

summarized in [OHY07], some of them are:

1. (1+1) EA with mutation or Randomized Local Search Algorithm (the former

flips each bit in the string with some probability, the latter an exact number

of bits),

2. mutation rate 1
n
is the predominant genetic operator (or flipping exactly 1

bit if RLS is used),
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3. binary-encoded problems: OneMax, Leading Ones, Binary Value and gener-

alizations to linear functions (see [DJW02, DJW10b, DJW10a, DFW11]),

4. also some combinatorial problems and trap functions are analyzed: Vertex

cover ([OHY08]), Minimum Spanning Tree ([NW04, DJW10b]), Shortest-

Path ([DHK11]), Maximum Matching ([OW11]), Mincut ([Sud08a])

5. mathematical tools include limit theorems from probability theory (Markov,

Chebyshev, Chernoff inequalities, etc) and Drift analysis (see [HY01, DJW10b]),

which is an adaptation of martingale theory from stochastic processes.

Using Landau notation (see e.g. in Section 2.1. in [Sud08a]) many results have

been derived (some of them were mentioned already in [Rud98] and referenced to

early papers), mostly for (1 + 1) EA:

1. the bounds on (1 + 1) with mutation rate 1
n
and RLS are Θ(n log n), see

[DJW02],

2. recently the result for OneMax has been refined up to 0.982n log n in [DFW11]

using probability generating functions (PGFs),

3. for all linear functions, the expected optimization time is Θ(n log n), see

[DJW10a],

4. for LeadingOnes the expected optimization time is Θ(n2)

and many others. In [Wit04] problems that have runtime of (1 + 1)EA ω(n log n)

are referred to as ‘difficult’.

In [HY03] an analytic framework based on Markov chains was presented to analyze

optimization time of EAs. This included:

1. definition of the absorbing MC (elitist EA) with the number of states corre-

sponding to the number of artificial fitness levels (for this term see Subsection

2.4.1)

2. probabilistic nature of solution: the runtime is expressed through an ex-

pected time (upper bound on the expectation is the worst-case approach)
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3. model of EA includes all mainstream genetic operators: fitness evaluation,

selection, mutation and crossover

4. classification of problem complexity based on the expected time of solving

the problem: polynomial and exponential

In [HY03] a whole range of algorithms using different genetic operators were ana-

lyzed. Expressions for some mean first hitting runtimes are found, but not solved,

i.e. bounds are not expressed in the closed form or approximated.

2.3.1 Runtime analysis of (μ+ 1) and (1 + λ) EAs

Recently analysis of EAs that use some population and recombination operators

has evolved. It is focused on the role of population in the evolution and effect of

different sizes of population and offsprings. Some of the main results in this area

are outlined below.

For a (μ + 1) EAs with the mutation operator in [Wit04] the upper bound on

OneMax function was found to be O(μn+n log n) and lower bound Ω(μn+n log n)

for the same algorithm on any function with a unique global optimum. The latter

was done using a family tree tool described in [Wit04] in great detail.

A (1 + λ) EA with bitwise mutation operator and elitist selection function was

found to solve OneMax in O(n logn
λ

+ n) generations or O(n log n + nλ) function

evaluations (population size × order of runtime) in [JDJW05]. If measured in

terms of function evaluations an increase in the offspring size degrades perfor-

mance past a cut-off point O( logn log logn
log log logn

). Small deviations from O(log n) can

improve performance though.

In [He10] this result was generalized to all linear functions: for λ < ee expected

runtime (measured in the number of function evaluations) is of the same order as

(1 + 1)EA, O(n log n). Larger offspring size degrades performance.
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An important consequence from this is that, since the term λ is in the denom-

inator, if run on parallel computers, the increase in the offspring size actually

improves performance (see [He10] for details).

2.3.2 Runtime analysis of (μ+ λ) EAs

This area of research is the most relevant to this thesis. Its complexity arises,

among other things, from the fact that results for (μ+ 1) and (1 + λ) algorithms

are not directly extendible to the (μ + λ) one. This is easy to see by combining

results for the bounds in [Wit04] for the (μ + 1) and in [JDJW05] for (1 + λ).

There is no way these yield the O(n log n + nN logN) in [CHS+09] (see below).

This explains the demand in the development of a different approach to analyze

(μ+ λ) algorithms.

Some of the earliest publications in this area are [HY01, HY02, HY03, HY04].

Specifically, in [HY02] it was shown that for different (N +N) EAs (N is the pop-

ulation size) with variants of tournament selections population effect is problem-

specific. It was also shown that positive effect from the population tends to level

out, although it is measured in the number of generations rather than function

evaluations, so the result is true only for parallel computers. Tested on a number

of trap-type functions, speed-ups in terms of time-complexity and increased conver-

gence probability have been determined, as well as cases that reduce exponential-

time complexity to polynomial time.

Later in [CHS+09, CTCY12] the work of the (N+N)EA with mutation and fitness-

proportional selection was modeled by tracking the progress of locally-optimal in-

dividuals (LOI), i.e. the currently elite species. The expected runtime of the

OneMax problem (measured in the number of generations) is

Eτ = O

(
n logN +

n log n

N

)
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Compared to (1+ 1) EA with mutation or RLS no advantage of population-based

algorithms measured in the number of function evaluations was determined. Ad-

ditionally, it is hard to tell the effect of the population from the recombination

pool, since both are of the same size N .

In [CTCY12] on a TrapZeros test function, which is harder to optimize than

OneMax or similar linear functions due to a basin of attraction that reduces the

probability of finding the global optimum, a (1 + 1)EA outperformed two other

algorithms both with population and recombination pool size ω(1): the first one

N = O(log n), the second N = O( n
logn

). Although the runtime of the first algo-

rithm is the same as the (1+1) one, O(n2), the probability to find the optimum is
1

poly(n)
(some polynomial function of n) in the former case and 1

4
in the latter case.

For the algorithm with the largest population size convergence time is superpoly-

nomial.

Obviously it is of great interest to find out, for what problems the solution bene-

fits from the increase in population size, both in terms of expected runtime, and

the success probability and what are the cut-off points of this. Another question

that, to the best of my knowledge, has only been touched upon in [CHS+09], is the

structure of the population. Quite obviously the distribution of species in the pop-

ulation affects greatly the evolution. Structures arising from this process are both

interesting and very complicated. These questions are the main areas of research

in Chapters 4 and 5. Specifically, in Section 4.2 it is explained, why analyzing

(μ + λ) algorithms is both interesting and complicated, and why the approach in

this thesis is useful.

2.4 Review of tools used for analyzing EAs

In this section a comprehensive overview of approaches to EA analysis is presented.
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2.4.1 Fitness-Based Partition and Artificial Fitness Levels

This is one of the earliest and most intuitive tools. It is closely related to the

Coupon Collector’s Problem (see below). The main idea is quite clear: ∃ a par-

tition of the full set of possible binary strings size 2n : L0, L1, . . . , Ln such that

Li ⊆ {0, 1}n, Li ∩ Lj = ∅ and ∪n
i=1Li = {0, 1}n. For many binary-encoded func-

tions though the actual location of bits in the string is not important, therefore

instead of having 2n fitness levels, one can have m < 2n artificial fitness levels,

where each string a, b are fully defined by their fitness, i.e. if f(a) = f(b), they

are on the same artificial fitness level (and vice versa).

The idea of artificial fitness levels easily extends to populations, which is very

helpful for the purpose of this thesis. All sets of populations size μ are fully de-

fined by the fitness of the best individual, thus reducing the search space from N

defined above to n, the length of the binary string, in case this approach is used

for functions that depend on the number of 1-bits in the string.

2.4.2 Gambler’s Ruin and Coupon Collector’s Problem

This is a pretty simple and intuitive approach to modeling EA or any stochastic

algorithm that maintains the best solution (elitism). A good review of both can

be found in [Weg03, DJW02, OHY07]. Approach here is based on probability

theory and Markov chain. A good introduction to Markov chain theory is in

[Ios80, Ros06, Shi07a, Shi07b].

Gambler’s Ruin

A random process Xn is a sequence of independent and identically distributed

random variables Zi : Xn =
∑n

i=0 Zi such that P(Zi = +1) = p and P(Zi =

−1) = q = 1− p (Z0 = a > 0). This can be viewed as a wealth of a gambler. One

is interested in the limiting probability and expected time that the gambler loses

all his money (if he is allowed to gamble forever). If αn(x) = P(Xn = 0), then

lim
n→∞

αn(x) = α(x)
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A more realistic and complicated variant of this game is when success and failure

probabilities are state-dependent (i.e. pi = pi+1, qi = qi−1 ∀ i with some boundary

conditions).

This approach is applied extensively in Chapter 5. The main idea is that the

fitness function does not distinguish between species on a plateau, and therefore

EA performs a random walk rather than biased search.

Coupon Collector’s Problem

Assume X ∼ Geom(p). Then, using characteristic function of the Geometric

random variable (rv) with parameter p:

φt(X) = lim
n→∞

n−1∑
k=1

eitk(1− p)k−1p =
p

1− p

1

1− eit(1− p)

dφt(X)

dt
=

p

1− p
· i(1− p)eit

(1− eit(1− p))2

EX =
dφt(X)

idt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

=
p

1− p
· 1− p

p2
=

1

p

Applying this idea to EAs, if the algorithm starts with the string all set to 0 and

flips exactly one bit randomly, as in the Randomized Local Search, the probability

to select a 0-bit for flipping is p = n−i
n

(where i is the number of 1-bits so far).

Since bits are selected randomly each generation, this can be seen as a sum of

independent (but not identically distributed) Geometric rvs with expectation 1
p
=

n
n−i

. Therefore, since there are n bits to be flipped, the mean first hitting time

becomes

EY = E
n−1∑
i=0

Xi =
n−1∑
i=0

n

n− i
= nHn = O(n log n)

where Hn is nth Harmonic number. By the integral test, its value lies between

log n and log n+ 1 (see [GKP95], Chapter 6).
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2.4.3 Potential/Auxiliary Functions

This type of functions is closely associated with the drift analysis (a type of a

martingale) extensively used in EA community. It was first introduced in [Haj82]

and then in [HY01, HY03] for the first time in the EA community. Some recent

use includes [DJW10b, DJW11, OW11] etc. The main idea of a potential function

is to complement fitness, if the fitness-proportional selection function alone fails to

capture certain important steps in the evolution. It has to posses some properties

of the fitness function, but be easier to work with. For example, for a linear

functions with weights:

f(x) =
n∑

k=1

wkxk s.t.

xk ∈ {0, 1}, wk > 0, wk < wk+1 ∀k

the potential function is (c being a constant)

g(x) = log

(
1 +

�n
2
�∑

j=1

xj +
n∑

j=�n
2
�+1

cxj

)

which allows to bound the drift. In [Jag08] OneMax was selected as a potential

function for all linear functions in order to recover the Θ(n log n) bounds on all

linear functions.

In this thesis the idea of potential/auxiliary function is used extensively in Chap-

ters 4 and 5 to study convergence on functions with plateaus (Royal Roads). The

main problem with this type of functions is that the fitness does not differen-

tiate between species on the plateau with different distances to the next fitness

level (plateau). In order to track the evolution of the population on each plateau,

OneMax as a simple auxiliary function is used.
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2.4.4 Analysis of Typical runs

Although much of EA analysis is focused on the derivation of upper bounds, i.e.

worst-case scenario, it is sensible to study typical behavior of the algorithm, i.e.

break down its work into phases that hold ‘with high probability’. However, it

seems that this definition is somewhat vague, since in [OHY07, Wit12] it is de-

fined as 1− o(1), but in [Sud08a] it is merely some ‘high’ probability, often as low

as 1
2
.

For example, in [DJW02] the lower bound of Ω(n log n) on (1 + 1)EA solving

any linear function holds with probability at least 1
2
· (1 − e−

1
2 ) ≈ 0.1976, where

1
2
is the probability that algorithm initializes with n

2
1-bits. In [Sud08a] the same

algorithm was found to solve OneMax with probability 1 − e−1 − e−
n
36 ≈ 0.6321

within (n − 1) log n
3
generations. By Chernoff bounds, the probability that the

algorithm initializes with less than n
3
0-bits is less than e−

n
36 . Only in [Wit12]

the upper bound on linear functions with mutation rate O( 1
n
) was shown to be

O(n log n) with probability at least 1− 1
n
= 1− o(1). Also in [Sud08b] high prob-

ability was defined as 1− n−ε for ε > 0 and overwhelming probability 1− 2−Ω(nε).

In fact, in most papers exponential (or just converging to 1) probability has been

shown either only for the initialization stage (using Central Limit theorem or

other limit theorems), e.g. for OneMax function in [Sud08a] or Needle function in

[OW11] or for pretty rough bounds, e.g. for (1 + 1) EA on Prefix Ones/Leading

Suffix Ones (PO/LSO) problem in [Wit04] the probability of finding a solution

within 2Ω
( √

n
logn

)
generations was found to be at least 1− 2−Ω

( √
n

logn

)
.

2.4.5 Structure of individuals in the population

This approach was mentioned in [Sud08a], but was mainly developed and applied in

[CHS+09, CTCY12] to the runtime of (μ+λ) EAs. Some results in this thesis were

inspired by findings in these articles. One of the main ideas is the accumulation

of locally-optimal (currently elite) individuals (LOIs) of (N + N) EAs that use

some form of mutation. The optimization time is broken down into consecutive
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phases. In the first phase the population accumulates LOIs until εN of it consists

only of LOIs ((k, ε)-takeover time η̄, k is the fitness level, ε > 0). The probability

to improve fitness in this phase is 0. In the next phase the probability to improve

fitness (evolve at least 1 advanced LOI, better individual) is defined as pk
u, 1

2

. Mean

first hitting time till the next fitness level given current population ξk(t) is

Eτk =
∑
Y ∈Ek

E[τk|ξtk = Y ]μtk(Y )

where μ(·) is the distribution of population Y at time tk. The upper bound on the

expected optimization time of the algorithm is therefore

Eτ = O

(
n∑

k=1

(
η̄max, 1

2
+

1

pk
u, 1

2

))

Applying this equation to OneMax and LeadingOnes test function, upper bounds

of respectively O(nN logN + n log n) and O(nN logN + n2) are derived.

2.5 Asymptotic notation

This Section is quite important, since the terms defined here are extensively ap-

plied throughout this thesis, e.g. Eτ = O(·), Ω(·). The main reason for this

approach is that very often the obtained expression is either very complicated or

does not exist in the closed form at all. The use of big-Oh notation, i.e. ‘up to a

normalizing constant’ vastly reduces the efforts necessary to derive bounds on the

runtime. It is expressed only through the arguments of the function (i.e. parame-

ters of the algorithm)

Formally, for two functions, f(n) and g(n) ∃N s.t. ∀n >> N f(n) ≤ Cg(n),

or

lim
n→∞

f(n)

g(n)
= C > 0

In case the inequality above holds from below: f(n) ≥ Cg(n), then f(n) =

Ω(g(n)). In case O(g(n)) = Ω(g(n)), then f(n) = Θ(g(n)).
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The second case is when

lim
n→∞

f(n)

g(n)
= 0

then the asymptotic order is f(n) = o(g(n)) and o(1) denotes convergence to 0.

The reciprocal is

lim
n→∞

f(n)

g(n)
= ∞

that is, f(n) = ω(g(n)).

2.6 The No Free Lunch theorem and Analysis of

computer algorithms

In this section a brief overview of this very important theorem is given that justifies

interest in the analysis of computer algorithms. One of the practical results of the

ideas developed in this thesis (which follows from The No Free Lunch Theorem,

or NFL) is the choice of the relevant algorithm that has a higher probability of

finding the global optimum in shorter runtime.

In [WM97] NFL was presented for stochastic optimization algorithms, which nat-

urally includes EAs. It levels out the efficiency of algorithms: if an algorithm

is efficient on a class of problems, its performance is counterbalanced on another

class. More formally, if the history of distinct function evaluations is denoted by

d, the number of function evaluations m on a cost function f solved by algorithm

ak and P (·) performance of the algorithm then

∑
f

P (d|f,m, a1) =
∑
f

P (d|f,m, a2)

that is, the performance of the algorithm is independent of ak. This justifies search

for such subsets of a class of cost functions on which algorithms a1 and a2 outper-

form each other. The proof of this is in Appendix A in [WM97].
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There are three main ways to compare performance of the algorithms on a mini-

mization problem:

• average probability of failure (best search point lies above some value ε),

• the fraction of algorithms which for a specific f and m have failed to find

the global optimum,

• expression of the failure probability for a random algorithm that does not

use information from dm (past information)

The first criteria is widely used in EA community to estimate the efficiency. In

the next Chapter is used too. In Chapters 4 and 5 though the main benchmark is

the mean first hitting time (as in the MC, see Appendix B).

2.7 Parallel computers

Throughout the thesis the expression ‘run on parallel computers’ is often used.

This means the following: if the runtime of the algorithm is O
(

g(n)
λ

)
, and the

algorithm is run in parallel on O(λ) computers, so the fitness values for the parents

selected into the pool are found simultaneously, thus the performance is vastly

improved if measured both in the number of generations and function evaluations.

In a different situation, if the same algorithm is run on the same computer, this

operation (unless parallelized) has to be repeated O(λ) times. This means, that if

measured in the number of function evaluations, performance has to be multiplied

by O(λ), and the runtime increases to O(g(n)).



Chapter 3

The K-Bit-Swap Genetic

Operator

This chapter introduces the K-Bit-Swap (KBS) operator and tests it on a number

of different functions. According to the No Free Lunch Theorem, if an algorithm

overperforms on a class of functions, it underperforms elsewhere. This is an at-

tempt to identify functions on which an EA using some form of KBS performs

better than that without any form of it. In Section 3.3.1 the main benefit of the

analysis based on these statistical results is presented: it allows one to understand

which parameter settings to use to maximize the probability of solving the problem

and reduce the runtime.

3.1 Explanation of the K-Bit-Swap Genetic Op-

erator

This operator was first introduced in [TSMH10]. The motivation was to develop

an operator that combines features of both uniform crossover and mutation or

local search, but without some of their drawbacks. This adds greater flexibility

to the search for the bits to be flipped. Its work is presented in Table 3.1 and,

in order to compare to similar operators, in Figure 3.1. Operators that resemble

KBS were proposed before (see e.g. in [SC99]).

24
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of K-Bit-Swap to simple (segment) crossover, 2-point
simple (segment) crossover and Uniform crossover

loop over the number of pairs in the recombination pool
1 select k bits in the first parent uniformly at random
2 select k bits in the second parent uniformly at random
3 swap (exchange) values in these bits

end loop

Table 3.1: The K-Bit-Swap Genetic Operator

KBS resembles both Uniform crossover in the way that it selects bits in both

parents uniformly at random and RLS/mutation, because it swaps an exact num-

ber of bits between them. This allows KBS to select the second bit independently

(unlike uniform crossover), but it recombines information between two parents,

unlike RLS/mutation. The main objective of this Chapter is to show its efficiency

on a range of functions compared to mainstream genetic operators: crossover and

mutation.
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The author hypothesizes that KBS is likely to be more effective on problems where

linkage between the neighbouring bits is not important, e.g. binary-encoded, multi-

modal or monotone problems. On the other hand, combinatorial integer-encoded

problems, such as the Travelling Salesman Problem, are problems with a large

number of local solutions, where the linkage between neighbouring solutions can

be quite important, since a minor change in the fitness (trips between two cities)

can bring about a substantial change in the value of the fitness function.

Since KBS, unlike mutation, is not ergodic, i.e. it recombines existing information

and cannot evolve solutions that cannot be constructed from the set of current

solutions, it may under certain conditions impair the diversity in the population.

For example, if the recombination pool contains only strings with 1-bits, it cannot

evolve an offspring that has a 0-bit anywhere.

This hypothesis directly implies that in the real world it is probably best to com-

bine KBS with other operators to maintain diversity and improve performance.

3.2 Algorithms and Experimental setup

The pseudocode of the algorithms compared in this chapter are presented in Table

3.2. They are the same as the canonical EA in Table 1.1, except adding KBS.

Rates for all genetic operators as well as other parameters are specified in Table

3.3 (values in columns 3,4 are the number of bits crossed over/swapped, values in

column 5 are probabilities to select a bit for mutation). As a fitness-proportional

selection function, instead of linear (Equation 3.1) softmax function (Equation

3.2) is used to increase the probability of sampling species with higher fitness (for

minimization problems the f(xi) in the exponential becomes −f(xi)). All genetic

operators have a 100% rate, i.e. they are applied to each string or pair of strings
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in the recombination pool.

Psel(xi) =
f(xi)∑μ
i=1 f(xi)

(3.1)

P ∗
sel(xi) =

ef(xi)∑μ
i=1 e

f(xi)
(3.2)

1 Initialize population of size μ
loop over the number of generations

2 select λ
2
pairs of parents into the recombination pool using softmax selection function

3 apply crossover to each pair of parents
4 apply KBS to each pair of parents
5 apply mutation to each offspring
6 keep the specified number of the best species in the population,

remove the same number of offsprings from the pool randomly,
replace the rest of the population with the remaining offsprings

end loop

Table 3.2: Pseudocode of EAs in Chapter 3

3.2.1 Problems selected for testing

Before analyzing the results, the details of each problem solved by the algorithm

are presented.

Functional optimization (FuncOpt)

In all functional optimization problems, the number of dimensions is limited to

two (i.e. they are functions of two arguments). The problems are binary-encoded,

with each chromosome being 42 bits long, 20 bits for each value and 2 for the sign

of the value, because all of the problems have support over negative values as well

and standardized to keep the values within the designated bounds. Therefore, for

example, for the Rastrigin function, 1111...111 (42 ones) stands for [-5.12,-5.12],

0111...0...11 (2 zeroes and 40 ones) stands for [5.12, 5.12], 000...000 (42 zeroes)

stands for [0,0].
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Rosenbrock, also known as a banana function (since the basin around the optima

resembles a banana), is one of the most popular test problems for the verification of

the efficiency of numerical and stochastic algorithms. This is due to the large num-

ber of local optima that are supposed to mislead the optimization algorithm and

prevent it from finding the global solution. In the two variables case its equation

is

f(x1, x2) = 100(x2 − x2
1)

2 + (1− x1)
2

where −32 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 32 and the global solution is [1, 1].

One of the most complicated local optima is the point [0, 0] and many algorithms

get stuck in it.

Another function with multiple local optima is Ackley function. For two vari-

ables its equation is

f(x1, x2) = 20 + e− 20e
−0.2

√
(x21+x22)

2 − e
(cos(2πx1)+cos(2πx2))

2

where −32 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 32 and the global solution is the point [0, 0].

Rastrigin is also a minimization problem with a large number of local optima.

f(x1, x2) = 20 + x2
1 + x2

2 − 10(cos(2πx1) + cos(2πx2))

where −5.12 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 5.12 with the global solution in the same point as Ackley:

[0, 0].

EA-specific problems

These problems have been developed specifically to test EAs’ ability to avoid

premature convergence (Four peaks) or their capacity to detect and recombine
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good schemata, and also traverse plateaus of fitness (Royal Roads). A large number

of good heuristic solutions exist for both of them (including Hill Climbing and

PBIL [Mit96, BC95, DBIJV97]).

Royal Roads

This problem (sometimes abbreviated as RR) is described in Section 4.4.2 in great

detail. All that is needed to say here is that this is a function with plateaus of

fitness that many EAs find hard to cross. The fitness is

f(x) =
K−1∑
k=0

ck

M−1∏
j=0

xkj

xkj ∈ {0, 1}, ck = M ∀ k

For the purpose of numerical analysis here M = 8, the same value as in [Mit96].

Four peaks

This is another EA-hard test problem. It is specifically designed to trick the EA

into converging to a local minimum (see [DBIJV97]). The bonus (R) is set to

100 and the threshold (T ) is set to 10. The main idea is that a certain ratio of

0-bits and 1-bits (threshold) has to be maintained in the string for the algorithm to

achieve the global maximum (bonus). This is the objective function for Four peaks:

f(s) = max{head(0, s), tail(1, s)}+R(s, T )

where

R(s, T ) =

⎧⎨
⎩100 if head(0, s) and tail(1, s) > 10

0 otherwise

Head(0,s) means that the first s bits of the string have value 0, while tail(1,s)

means that the last s bits have value 1.
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Combinatorial optimization

This group of problems for the purpose of this thesis involves only one instance,

the Traveling salesman problem (TSP), which is presented both as a trivial prob-

lem (cities on a circle) and a non-trivial one, on 48 US Capital cities. TSP is one

of the best known problems in combinatorial computing, with a large number of

applications (e.g. see [LK73]).

This is an unconstrained problem, so the fitness function for n cities is

D =
n−1∑
i=1

d(xi, xi+1) + d(xn, x1)

where xi is the ith city of the tour, and d(x, y) is the Euclidean distance between

two cities.

All solutions considered by the EA are valid tours, i.e. every city appears in

the string exactly once, except for the starting city, which is also the last one (this

is reflected in the fitness function). The mutation operator can be applied in two

different ways:

1. 2-p-opt. For this mutation type two cities are randomly selected and swapped

to get a new solution. The order of cities between them is inverted.

2. 1-shift. A city in the tour is randomly selected and inserted anywhere in the

tour, shifting the cities between the old and new position left or right. This

approach has been found in [BKB05] to be more efficient for TSP and it is

used here instead of 2-p-opt.

TSP on a circle is a trivial problem, since the global solution (circle) is obvious.

For an EA it is a hard problem, especially as the number of cities gets large. The

locations of the cities are restricted to the unit circle, so the shortest path for 26

cities is 6.2669 (this value converges to 2π as the number of cities tends to infin-

ity). All solutions with D < 7 are considered to be within the vicinity of the global

minimum.
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TSP on 48 US cities is a non-trivial combinatorial problem for which the best

solution has been found in [PR91, Ber].

This result is used as a benchmark against which findings here can be compared.

Given the complexity of the problem, any tour with D < 40, 000, which is more

than 20% away from the global minimum, is within its vicinity.

k-means Clustering Problem

This sort of problem may arise in a large number of applications. This approach

is a hybrid algorithm, with a k-means (here k ≡ 4) classifier and an EA optimizer.

There are two variants of this problem: trivial (see Figure 3.2) and random. For

the purpose of standardizing, the coordinates of data points lie in the [0,1] interval.

The objective function is

D =
n∑

i=1

d(xi, y)

where

xi is the ith observation,

y is the nearest centroid for the ith observation, and

d(x, y) is the Euclidean distance between two points.

n number of data points (observations)

Trivial k-means problem Exactly as with the TSP, a trivial instance of the

k-means problem is presented, with a set of observations located in the four ‘cor-

ners’ (see Figure 3.2).

Random k-means problem In this problem a set of 16 data points is gener-

ated randomly and the EA minimizes D by approximating the optimal locations

for 4 centroids. To obtain comparable results, the randomly generated set of data

points is fixed for the whole run of the algorithm.
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Function PopSize Crossover KBS Mutation Chrom Elitism
Type Rate Rate Length

FuncOpt 50,100 0,simple, 0,1,10,20 0, 0.025, 40 1,50%
1,10,20 0.25, 0.5

Royal roads 50,100 0,simple, 0, 1, 0, 1/n, 800 none
1,100,400 100, 400 100/n, 400/n

Four peaks 50,100 0,simple, 0,1,25,50 0, 0.01, 100 1,50 %
1,25,50 0.02,0.05

TSP 50,100 0,simple, 0,1,2,3 0, 1/n, 26,48 1,50 %
1,2,3 2/n, 3/n

k-means 50,100 0,simple, 0,1,5,10 0, 0.0125, 160 1, 50 %
1,5,10 0.025, 0.05

Table 3.3: Parameter settings for the problem set.

Function Global Optimum Global optimum threshold
Type

FuncOpt 0 < 0.005

RoyalRoads 800 > 760
Four Peaks 189 > 122

TSP (trivial) 6.2669 (≈ 2π) < 7.00
TSP (US Cities) 33524 < 40000

k-means (trivial) 1.1314 < 1.1880
k-means (random) unknown < 2.18

Table 3.4: Benchmark settings
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Figure 3.2: The global solution for the trivial k-means problem. Darker points are
data, lighter are centroids

3.3 Setup and Analysis of Statistical Tests

The obtained datasets have to be analyzed and the results explained. To compare

the efficiency of the algorithms and isolate the effect of KBS three test variables

are introduced. The number of runs for each parameter setting is J , the number

of parameter settings for each algorithm is R.

Estimate of the Probability of Failure. The indicator variable is defined as

Ijr =

{
1 if fTj ∈ Xε using parameter setting r

0 otherwise

where fTj is the fitness of the best species in the population in jtextnormalth run after

a predefined number of generations (T ) and Xε the vicinity of the global solution

defined in Table 3.4. For each parameter setting r another indicator variable is

Fr =

{
1 if

∑J
j=1 Ijr

J
= 0

0 if otherwise
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Therefore, the probability of failure of algorithm A on problem P is defined as

PF (AP ) =
FR

R
=

∑R
r=1 Fr

R
(3.3)

Literally this means what proportion of parameter settings is completely useless

(i.e. never finds Aε). This value is found in the second and third columns of Table

3.5.

Estimate of the Conditional Probability of Success. Next thing one needs

to know, is what algorithm performs best given that these bad parameter settings

have been accounted for. Subset R′ ⊂ R is the set of all parameter settings such

that Fr′ = 0 for r′ ∈ R′ (at least one successful run for this parameter setting).

Hence the conditional probability of success is used:

PS(AP |FR′) =

∑R′
r′=1

∑J
j=1 Ijr′

JR′ (3.4)

By estimating the probability of success one gets the measure of how efficient

‘good’ parameter settings of the algorithm on some type of function are. These

are the values in the second and third columns of Table 3.6, tested using bootstrap

resampling technique. Boxplots of the conditional probabilities are on the left in

Figures A.1 - A.9.

Estimate of the Conditional Expectation. Finally, one wants to know how

long on the average it takes the algorithm to solve the problem. For this purpose

another variable is introduced:

T̃jr′ = min{t : f(t)jr′ ∈ Xε}

which immediately implies that T̃jr′ ≤ T , the runtime of the algorithm (here

f(t)jr′ is used for the fitness of the best species at generation t on jth run using r′

parameter setting). From this the estimate of the runtime of the algorithm A on

problem P is defined:

E[AP ] =

∑R′
r′=1

∑J
j=1 T̃jr′

JR′ (3.5)
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This variable are the second and third columns in Table 3.7 + bootstrap estimate of

difference between algorithms with and without KBS. This parameter is of interest

if one wants to find out which algorithm is the fastest on some problem. Boxplots

of the estimates of conditional expectations are on the right in Figures A.1 - A.9.

Statistical Testing. The subset of algorithms that uses some form of KBS is

denoted (μ + λ)EAKBS or simply EAKBS, the complement would be the subset

without any KBS, (μ + λ)EA−KBS to simply EA−KBS. They are compared by

using nonparametric bootstrap resampling. The main reasons for this are:

1. Violation of t-test assumptions, such as an underlying normal distribution

2. There is not enough information on how EA operators affect each other, so

it can be expect that the assumption of independence are violated.

3. Unequal sample sizes, e.g. the sets of parameters where KBS=0 and KBS>0

are of size 80 and 240 respectively.

Nonparametric bootstrap sampling works the following way:

• for each function, divide the dataset into two segments: results for algorithm

with KBS and without:

1. repeat the resampling 5000 times:

(a) from each segment S1 and S2 sample with replacement S∗
1 and S∗

2 ,

each size 5000

(b) compute θ∗1 and θ∗2 for each sample

(c) compute d∗ = θ∗1 − θ∗2

2. find mean(d∗)-bootstrap mean and its 95% confidence interval

where θ∗1 and θ∗2 are parameters of interest for each sample(mean). If 0 is not in

confidence interval, then the test is significant at 5% level of significance.
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Function (μ+ λ)EAKBS (μ+ λ)EA−KBS Bootstrap 95 % Bootstrap
mean

Rosenbrock 0 0.2777 -0.2667 [-0.2790, -0.2542]
Rastrigin 0.5417 0.5750 -0.0332 [-0.0582, -0.0138]
Ackley 0.6792 0.6850 -0.096 [-0.1148, -0.074]
RR 0.6850 1 -0.3084 [-0.3212, -0.2958]

4Peaks 0.9542 0.8875 0.0666 [0.0562, 0.0771]
TSP (trivial) 0.9670 0.5375 0.4291 [0.4143, 0.4436]

TSP (US cities) 1 0.9125 0.0877 [0.0798, 0.0955]
k-means 0 0.2500 -0.2501 [-0.2626, -0.2382]
(trivial)
k-means 0.0208 0.2375 -0.2166 [-0.2292, -0.2044]
(random)

Table 3.5: Estimate of the probability of failure, Equation 3.3

Function (μ+ λ)EAKBS (μ+ λ)EA−KBS Bootstrap 95 % Bootstrap
mean CI

Rosenbrock 0.6228 0.3677 0.251 [0.2442, 0.2558]
Rastrigin 0.7547 0.3003 0.4544 [0.4452, 0.4662]
Ackley 0.9326 0.6281 0.3043 [0.2909, 0.3176]
RR 0.5530 0 0.5530 [0.5399, 0.5633]

4Peaks 0.08 0.3111 -0.2311 [-0.2395, -2231]
TSP (trivial) 0.03 0.1368 -0.1068 [-0.1090, -0.1046]

TSP (US cities) 0 0.0268 -0.0286 [-0.0290, -0.0282]
k-means 0.7208 0.8920 -0.1713 [-0.1798, -0.1625]
(trivial)
k-means 0.4205 0.5169 -0.0964 [-0.1049, -0.0878]
(random)

Table 3.6: Estimate of the conditional probability of success, Equation 3.4
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Function (μ+ λ)EAKBS (μ+ λ)EA−KBS Bootstrap 95 % Bootstrap
mean CI

Rosenbrock 309.62 322.36 -12.6571 [-16.1195, -9.2113]
Rastrigin 176.62 200.40 -23.7983 [-28.5835,-18.9621]
Ackley 170.09 185.80 -15.6787 [-20.1500, -11.2800]
RR 115.81 NaN NaN [NaN, NaN]

4Peaks 465.69 480.26 -14.5716 [-15.0498,-14.0931]
TSP (trivial) 428.62 407.56 21.0330 [18.5931, 23.5135]

TSP (US cities) NaN 488.04 NaN [NaN, NaN]
k-means 459.46 478.43 -18.9777 [-19.8190, -18.1151]
(trivial)
k-means 459.54 471.95 -12.4229 [-14.0340, -10.7501]
(random)

Table 3.7: Estimate of the conditional expectation, Equation 3.5

3.3.1 Statistical Analysis

The selected test suite is quite diverse, so according to the No Free Lunch the-

orem, the probability that KBS performs equally well on all function is unlikely

to be high. Since the results in the tables come from samples with violations of

assumptions for standard statistical tests (size, distribution, independence), boot-

strap resampling was used to determine the true difference between these values

following the parameter-free bootstrap sampling detailed above. It is known that

the empirical cumulative bootstrap distribution function F̂n converges to the true

CDF F almost surely: supn |F̂n − F | → 0 as n → ∞.

Results of the bootstrap test for all three tables are presented in Figures A.10

- A.18.

In Tables 3.5 - 3.7 the columns are (left to right): test function, measured results

(probability of failure, estimate of conditional probability of success, estimate of

conditional expected runtime) for both EA with any form of KBS and EA without

any KBS, bootstrap estimate of the mean of differences of results and 95 % confi-

dence interval of the bootstrap estimate. All results are statistically significant at

the 5 % level of significance.
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The results in the tables can be interpreted in the following way (note all three

parameters are mere estimates of the corresponding random variables):

Table 3.5 (Probability of failure): For all functions except TSP and 4Peaks

an algorithm that uses some form of KBS (and anything else) is less likely to fail

(i.e. never find a solution) than algorithms that do not use any form of KBS. The

results are statistically significant, since 95% bootstrap confidence interval does

not include 0. In fact on the trivial k-means clustering and Rosenbrock functions

EA with KBS never fails at all, but this is counter-balanced by very high failure

rates on Four Peaks and TSP. EAKBS outperforms EA−KBS strongly on Royal

Roads (never solved by EA−KBS), Rosenbrock and both instances of the k-means

clustering problem (>20 percentage points fewer useless parameter settings)

Table 3.6 (Conditional probability of success): EAKBS has an overwhelm-

ing probability of finding the solution on Royal Roads, which other algorithms fail

at all. At the same time, in addition to 4Peaks and TSP, conditional probability

of success using KBS is lower than without KBS in both k-means problems, espe-

cially for the trivial one. Nevertheless, many parameter settings of EAKBS have a

very high success rate (close to 1).

Table 3.7 (Conditional expectation): This last estimate demonstrates the

best property of KBS so far: fast convergence. On all functions except TSP

EAKBS outperformed EA−KBS. The advantage is especially clear on functions

like Rastrigin and trivial k-means clustering. In combination with the results for

the other two estimates, this gives very good information for applying KBS in real

life, by selecting the set of parameters that both yield a high probability of success

and competitive runtime.

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter a number of important concepts was introduced that will be ex-

tensively used in the rest of the thesis (KBS, algorithms and test functions). A
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large number of computational experiments showed that an algorithm using KBS

has an advantage over other algorithms on many problems. Among other things,

this allows one to select the optimal set of parameters, both for faster and more

likely convergence, in the appropriate situation.

Using the terminology introduced here, the analysis will be focused on E[Ap],

i.e. conditional expectation, albeit for a specific parameter setting. This estimate

can be treated as a mean first hitting time in an absorbing MC, where the absorb-

ing state is the artificial fitness level of the global solution (i.e. all populations

that contain at least one species with the best solution).

Analysis will be focused on the algorithm that uses some form of KBS compared

to the algorithm with some form of RLS. Test problems are Royal Roads and

OneMax (not covered in this chapter, but explained in detail in Section 4.4.1).



Chapter 4

Lower Bounds on the Runtime

In this chapter the first attempt is made to analyze an EA with population and

recombination pool by considering the population structure. The population is

divided into two subsets, elite species and the rest of the population with an

addition of a simple assumption about the distribution of elite species (probability

to observe a certain number of them). The approach is applied to two algorithms

solving two test problems. The result is the derivation of lower bounds on the

runtime.

4.1 Main results

Some of the main results of this chapter are:

1. Lower bound of (μ+ λ)EA1BS on the OneMax test function is Ω
(

n logn
λ

)
,

2. Lower bound of (μ+λ)RLS on the OneMax test function is Ω
(

n logn
λ

)
, which

coincides with the previous result,

3. Lower bound of (μ+λ)EA1BS on the Royal Roads test function with K bins

length M each is Ω
(

n2 logM log( KM
K+M

)

λM

)
4. Lower bound of (μ + λ)RLS on the Royal Roads test function with K bins

length M each is Ω
(

nK logM
λ

)

40
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Results for OneMax confirm many previous findings in the EA community, and

the results for the Royal Roads are an improvement.

4.2 Structure of the population and the recom-

bination pool

Before going into detail on the approach in this chapter, a few words have to be

said about population-based EAs and why they have seen less attention in EA

community than they deserve. A brief history of (μ + λ)EAs’ analysis was given

in Section 2.3.2. Here, certain important properties of these algorithms will be

discussed.

It may seem strange that (μ + λ) algorithms (both μ and λ > 1), despite their

widespread application in real life, are less popular in EA theory than (1+1). The

main reason is the complexity of the evolutionary process arising in connection

with them. The main reason of this complexity is the structure of the population.

Throughout the run of the algorithm both population and recombination pool con-

sist of different types of species with different fitnesses. If a genetic operator that

recombines information between parents is used (e.g. KBS), then pairs of parents

have to be considered rather than single species. Quite obviously, the structure and

prevalence of certain types of species in the population affect greatly the breeding

process, and therefore, the probability of evolving a higher-ranked offspring.

It makes sense to give the overview of complexity arising from the population

structure of (μ+ λ)EAs:

1. Distribution of species of different types in the population. This is probably

the most obvious consequence of using μ > 1, and one that is extensively

applied in Sections 4.5- 4.8 and Chapter 5. Regardless of the problem consid-

ered (even with traps and/or local minima), species with different fitness do

not have equal representation in the population. Among other things, it is

important to distinguish species with the currently best fitness (elite) and the

rest, especially for functions with plateaus. To the best of my knowledge, this
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quite obvious and important feature has never attracted much interest in EA

community, most likely due to the complexity of the dynamics of the struc-

ture of these subsets. This feature though is certainly well-known and widely

studied in areas such as biology and epidemiology, see e.g. [Nas96, Nas99].

2. Fitness-proportional selection. Selection is one of the most important fea-

tures of EAs. Obviously, it defines the structure of the recombination pool,

and depends on the structure of the population. If a certain type of species

dominates the population, there is a high probability that it would dominate

the recombination pool too. At the same time, currently best (or next-best)

species, even though they need not be abundant in the population, have

a high probability of expanding their presence in the recombination pool

and generate a higher-ranked offspring. This issue was touched upon in

[CHS+09], where the number of elite species in the recombination pool was

found to exceed that in the population by at least 25%, although the selec-

tion process for any selection type is simplified to the proportion of LOI in

the population and ignoring the upgrade of non-LOI to LOI, see also Section

2.3.2 in this thesis. One can also suspect that different selection functions

may lead to different structures of recombination pools.

3. Pairing of parents. This point is valid for algorithms with recombination op-

erators, e.g. crossover or KBS. The number of types of pairs greatly affects

the structure of offsprings and the probability of evolving a higher-ranked

one. If the algorithm uses recombination pool of size λ, there are λ
2
pairs

of parents. Even for a simple case when the population has only two types

of species, α and β, there are three types of pairs: < α, α >,< α, β > or

< β, α > and < β, β >, each with its own properties and evolution probabili-

ties that can differ to a greater degree than an order of a constant. For exam-

ple, it can be p1 =
1
n
(1− 1

n
) = O( 1

n
) and p2 =

1
n2 = O( 1

n2 ). Even in this simple

case, using multinomial coefficients there are
∑λ

2
j=0

∑λ
2
−j

r=0

(λ
2
j

)(λ
2
−j
r

)
= 3

λ
2 pos-

sible combinations of pairs of parents in the recombination pool.
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4. Exchange of genetic information between parents in the recombination pool.

This point is also valid for algorithms with recombination operators. The ma-

jority of publications that consider populations with crossover (e.g. [OHY08])

find a simple bound on the probability of improvement using crossover (i.e.
i
n
> 1

n
). It is sensible to analyze crossover’s capacity if different types of par-

ents exchange genetic information (hence different probability of improve-

ment). Even if this analysis does not improve the asymptotic runtime result,

it may shed light on the working of the recombination process and the power

behind EA, since it is hypothesized (see e.g. [Gol89, Mit96]) that EAs’ effi-

ciency is vastly boosted by recombination rather than mutation.

5. Rate of elitism. In [HY02, CHS+09] out of μ + λ population and recom-

bination pool μ best species are selected to form a new population at the

end of each generation. Nevertheless, in many applications different rates

and/or types of elitism are used: saving only 1 best species, replace the rest

with offsprings, or save a certain proportion of the best (not necessarily cur-

rently best), replace the rest with offsprings. There are very few theoretical

investigations in how this affects the efficiency of the algorithm.

Most of these questions are usually either avoided or oversimplified in EA theo-

retical community. In the rest of this chapter a new approach is developed that

takes on some of these issues. It is applied to four different cases, each also solved

asymptotically. In the next chapter a whole new tool is developed and used to

find upper bounds on the runtime of population-based EAs.

4.3 Algorithms

Although many findings here can be extended to similar algorithms, the analysis

is restricted to just two: (μ+λ)EA1BS, i.e. an elitist EA with 1-Bit-Swap operator

(see Table 4.1 and (μ+λ)RLS, an elitist EA with Randomized Local Search(RLS),

a form of stochastic hill-climber (see Table 4.2). The main difference from 1
n

mutation is that RLS flips exactly 1 bit per string, not each bit with probability
1
n
. The KBS operator was introduced in [TSMH10] and described in great detail
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in the previous chapter. Both algorithms use the same variant of Tournament

selection function (see Table 4.3), and no other genetic operators (e.g. crossover,

mutation).

1 create μ starting species at random
loop until solution is found

2 select using a variant of fitness-proportional Tournament selection
λ
2
pairs of parents into the pool

3 swap a pair of bits between each pair of parents
4 keep currently best species in the population, delete the same

number of non-elite offsprings, replace the rest of the population
with the remainder of the pool

end loop

Table 4.1: (μ+ λ)EA1BS

4.4 Problems

Two problems are analyzed in detail in this Chapter: OneMax and Royal Roads

(RR)

1 create μ starting species at random
loop until solution is found

2 select using a variant of fitness-proportional Tournament selection
λ parents into the pool

3 flip exactly one bit in each parent (RLS)
4 keep currently best species in the population, delete the same

number of non-elite offsprings, replace the rest of the population
with the remainder of the pool

end loop

Table 4.2: (μ+ λ)RLS
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loop over λ
1 select two candidates from the population at random
2 examine their fitness, place the better one in the pool

discard the other one
end loop

Table 4.3: Selection Function

4.4.1 OneMax

This is one of the simplest and frequently analyzed problems in EA community,

also known as Counting Ones:

f(x) =
n∑

i=1

xi

xi ∈ {0, 1}

Although this is an easy problem with an obvious global solution n (all bits set to

1), it is of interest to compare the mathematical model of an algorithm with 1BS

to many existing ones with crossover and mutation.

A whole range of bounds exist for various algorithms solving OneMax. Some

of the best known are Θ(n log n) for (1+ 1)EA with mutation, O(n log n+nμ) for

(μ+ 1)EA with mutation in [Wit04], O(n log n+ nλ) for (1 + λ)EA in [JDJW05]

and O(n log n+ nN logN) for (N +N)EA in [CHS+09] (all of these are measured

in the number of function evaluations).

4.4.2 Royal Roads

This test function was presented in [MFH92] and analyzed in [Mit96] for com-

parison of EA to stochastic hill-climbers (e.g. Random-mutation hill climbing,

also known as Randomized Local Search, RLS, considered in this thesis). For this
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research it is important as an example of a function with plateaus of fitness.

f(x) =
K−1∑
k=0

ck

M−1∏
j=0

xkj

xkj ∈ {0, 1}, ck = M ∀ k

That is, a string is divided into K consecutive and disjoint subsets (bins) each of

length M . Unless all bits in the bin are set to 1, its fitness is 0. Otherwise it

‘jumps’ to ck. Since ck = M ∀ k obviously KM = n and the maximum fitness of

the string is n. In Section 4.8 kth bin is denoted as sk or, for simplicity, k, and the

whole string s.

There are two main reasons to study the RR function:

1. Complexity of the function, which comes from the fact that a plateau of

fitness has to be overcome, i.e. selection function does not have an incentive

to select species that are closer to the next fitness plateau. Hence the ability

of algorithms to overcome plateaus can be tested,

2. Potential applications in real life, such as a model of DNA structure

Such functions were analyzed already in [Mit96] and later in [JW01, Sud08a] and

some other and a (1 + 1)EA was found to have Θ(n3) runtime. A similar Leadin-

gOnes problem is solved by (N +N)EA in O(n2 +nN logN) function evaluations

(see [CHS+09]). It is of interest to see if population-powered EAs using 1BS can

improve these bounds. The earliest result, in [Mit96] gives a bound of O(2M logK),

which does not use population size, although it is clear that population greatly

affects the efficiency of the algorithm. Moreover this result would be quite loose,

e.g. if K = M =
√
n the runtime is O(2

√
n log n) or if M = 1, K = n, then runtime

is O(log n), which is impossible.

Also statistical dynamics of EA (evolutionary paths) was studied in [vNCM99,

vN00] (does not involve runtime analysis).
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4.5 Population-Based Evolutionary Algorithms

and Distribution of Species

As discussed earlier, distribution of species with different properties in the popu-

lation is a large and important area of research in biological sciences. So far in the

EA community there has been almost no discussion of this, although quite clearly

derivation of such distributions would contribute greatly to the understanding of

the working of population-based EA.

In this Chapter the first attempt is made to at least assume (for now without

any proof) that species in the population follow some distribution and use this

assumption to derive lower bounds on the runtime. Since this feature is common

to both algorithms, it is described here in greater detail.

Similar to the fitness-levels partition (see Section 2.4.1), a population of binary-

encoded chromosomes (also referred to as species) is broken down into disjoint

subsets based on their fitness. In case there are n levels of fitness and each level k

has Ak representatives in the population, the total population can be represented

as a union of these disjoint subsets: μ = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ . . . ∪ An. Quite obviously,

structures arising in the population dynamics of EA are very complicated, so it

is necessary to approximate them by focusing on just a few subsets. Specifically,

one distinguishes a subset α, which includes all currently best (elite) strings in the

population. Next-best (species with the next-best fitness) are β, and the rest of

the population are γ.

In this chapter the analysis is restricted to dynamics and evolution of α species,

ignoring other subsets of the population. This serves the purpose of analyzing the

two algorithms in question. They both use an operator that improves at most one

bit in any parent, so the quality of the population cannot improve by more than

1 level of fitness each generation. This means lower-ranked species cannot ‘jump’

an evolution ladder to evolve better offsprings. Later in the chapter this idea

is extended to account for plateaus of fitness and in the next chapter to include

lower-ranked species, β and γ.
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Since one needs to sample at least one α species into the recombination pool

to have a non-zero probability of evolution, it is necessary to say something about

the distribution of α species in the population. For various reasons: simplicity,

expectation of μ−1
2

species, empirical distribution of elite species in the population,

it is assumed that this distribution is approximated by the Uniform distribution.

For the verification of the empirical point see Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.8, 4.9. The author

argues that this assumption gives upper bound on the true probability to observe

a ‘large’ number of elite species in the population, hence the resulting mean first

hitting time is the lower bound on the true runtime of the algorithm.

There are certain similarities in the working and analysis of both algorithms that

are pointed out here:

1. 1-Bit-Swap recombines exactly one bit from each parent, RLS flips exactly

one bit in each parent

2. Analysis is restricted to elitist species in the population

3. Population size μ and recombination pool size λ are arbitrary unless speci-

fied (e.g. μ = λ or μ = 1)

4. Rate of elitism is not specified: all elite species are saved, new elite offsprings

are added from the recombination pool and the rest of the population is re-

placed with offsprings selected randomly.

5. Elite species in the population are assumed to follow Uniform distribution

6. The only variable analyzed in this Chapter is the expected runtime, e.g.

the expected number of generations/function evaluations until the algorithm
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achieves the highest artificial fitness level.

7. For the OneMax test function, the probability to generate a higher-ranked

offspring serves as a parameter in the Geometric rv.

8. Expectations of the Geometric rv is the expected time until the event of

evolving a higher-ranked offspring

9. The sum of independent (but not identically distributed, therefore this sum

is not Negative Binomial) Geometric random variables is therefore the ex-

pected first hitting time of the whole algorithm

10. For the Royal Roads test function an auxiliary function tracking progress

between fitness plateaus is used (OneMax for each plateau, see Section 4.8)

The main models are presented in the relevant sections, and later complemented

with further analytical and numerical derivations. This allows one to make a very

exact comparison between these two algorithms and find which one is a better

optimizer. These findings are supplemented with numerical results.

The author starts though with a simple example that allows to present the ef-

ficiency of both tools used extensively later: Geometric rvs and Markov chains.

4.6 Runtime analysis of (1+2)EA1BS solving One-

Max Problem

This is the simplest instance of (μ + λ)EA1BS with μ = 1, λ = 2. Since it is

impossible have more than one 1-bit improvement each generation, the Coupon

Collector’s problem is directly applicable in this case. Pessimistically, assuming at
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the beginning there is only one 1-bit in the string, the probability and the expected

time of improving from k to k + 1 bits are

pk,k+1 =
2k

n

(
1− k

n

)

ETk =
1

pk,k+1

=
n2

2k(n− k)

This comes from the fact that in order to improve fitness the algorithm must swap

a 1-bit from any of two parents and 0-bit from the other one. The expected first

hitting time of the algorithm on OneMax problem is

Eτ(1+2)EA1BS
=

n−1∑
k=1

ETk =
n2

2

n−1∑
k=1

1

k(n− k)
=

n2

2
· 1
n

( n−1∑
k=1

1

k
+

n−1∑
k=1

1

n− k

)

=
n

2
· 2Hn−1 = O(n log n)

The last step included expansion in partial fractions and approximation of n-th

Harmonic sum: log n < Hn =
∑n

k=1
1
k
< log n + 1. The solution is asymptotic in

n, see Section 2.5

It is quite interesting that the same result can be obtained using the set of re-

current equations for finding the mean first hitting time in a Markov Chain. The

finite set of states is of cardinality n of which all are transient (due to the elitism),

except the last state sn, which is absorbing. Also, transition is possible only from

state sk to the adjacent state sk+1. This is essentially a pure birth Markov Chain.

These properties follow directly from the definition of (1 + 2)EA1BS with elitism.

What one needs to derive is m1A, i.e. the expected time of achieving the set of all

populations that contain at least one chromosome with the global solution if the

starting string has only one 1-bit. The probability of going one state up in the

MC is the same as pk,k+1 defined above.

It is quite easy to see that in fact, by the Kolmogorov-Chapman equations,

hk,n =
∑
A

pkAhAn = 1
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that is, the global optimum is achievable from any state with probability 1. Here

A is the set of all states that do not include both the starting state and the global

optimum, n is obviously the global optimum, hk,n is the probability to reach the

state n eventually, starting from state k.

As mentioned above, due to the elitism property, this is a pure birth process,

and the expected first hitting time for the state k + 1 from the state k is

mk,k+1 = 1 + (1− pk,k+1)mk,k+1 =
1

pk,k+1

Summing over all k, the expected first hitting time starting in state 1 is (given the

boundary condition mn,n = 0).

m1,n =
n−1∑
k=1

mk,k+1 =
n−1∑
k=1

1

pk,k+1

and, substituting in the expression for pk,k+1:

m1,n == Eτ(1+2)EA1BS
=

n2

2

n−1∑
k=1

1

k(n− k)
=

n2

2
· 1
n

( n−1∑
k=0

1

k
+

n−1∑
k=0

1

n− k

)
= O(n log n)

In fact, since Hn = Θ(log n), Eτ(1+2)EA1BS
= Θ(n log n), i.e. it is both upper- and

lower bounded by n log n up to some constant. In the next section these ideas are

extended to a more complicated case with both μ > 1 and λ > 2.

4.7 Main model of the (μ + λ) Algorithm on the

OneMax Test Function

The main model for both algorithms exhibits a number of similarities. The prob-

ability used in this model is the probability to evolve at least one higher-ranked

offspring, which is the parameter in the Geometric random variable. It is defined as
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1 - Probability of failing to evolve such an offspring (i.e. evolve 0 better offsprings):

P (Gk) = 1− P (G0k)

where k is the number of improvements (so far). The expected runtime of the

algorithm (measured in the number of generations) is found by summing over the

total number of these improvements:

Eτ =
n−1∑
k=1

ETk =
n−1∑
k=1

1

P (Gk)
=

n−1∑
k=1

1

1− P (G0k)

To find the main expression for the probability of failure P (G0k) , the law of total

probability is used twice. First, one conditions on the number of occurrences of

elite species in the recombination pool, which cannot be larger than λ. Second,

one conditions on the number of elite species in the population, which is anywhere

between 1 and μ:

P (G0k) =
λ∑

j=0

P (G0k|Hj)P (Hj) =
λ∑

j=0

P (G0k|Hj)

μ∑
α=1

P (Hj|α)P (α) (4.1)

P (α) is the probability to observe α elite species in the population (Uniform),

P (Hj) is the probability to obtain j elite parents in the recombination pool using

a variant of tournament selection function. In the remainder of the Section, this

model is applied to both algorithms. Also α denotes both elite species and their

number, |α|.

4.7.1 Runtime analysis of (μ + λ)EA1BS on the OneMax

problem

Since 1-Bit-Swap recombines information between two parents to evolve new off-

springs, one needs to find the probability of selecting an elite pair < α, α > into

the recombination pool given there are α elite species in the population:

Psel,α =
(α
μ
· α
μ
+

α

μ

(
1− α

μ

))2
=

(
α

μ

)2

(4.2)
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This comes from the fact that if an α candidate parent is paired with any lower-

ranked candidate, it always wins, and if the other candidate is also α, either enters

the pool. This is not to be confused with P (α), i.e. the probability to observe

exactly α elite species in the population. Since the analysis is restricted only to

elite pairs, the probability of evolution (generation of a better offspring as a result

of 1-Bit-Swap) is

Pswap =

(
2

1

)
k

n

(
1− k

n

)
(4.3)

since the algorithm needs to select a 0-bit in either parent and a 1-bit in the other

one, with k = 0 : n − 1. This is due to the pessimistic assumption that at the

start of the algorithm the fitness of the best string is just 1.

Of interest is the probability of evolving at least 1 new elite offspring, i.e. of

at least 1 successful swap in any elite pair. From the main model one obtains:

P (at least 1 new elite offsping in the population at t+ 1)

= 1− P (no new elite offspring in the population at t+ 1)

The first expression is for convenience referred to as the ‘probability of success’,

and the second one as the ‘probability of failure’.

By assumption, elite species are distributed uniformly: P (α) = 1
μ
. The total

number of elite pairs in the recombination pool is at most λ
2
. The probability of

failure given zero elite pair is

P (G0|H0)P (H0) = P (G0|H0)

μ∑
α=1

P (H0|α)P (α) =
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

P (H0|α)

=
1

μ

((
1− Psel,1

)λ
2
+
(
1− Psel,2

)λ
2
+ . . .+

(
1− Psel,μ

)λ
2

)

=
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− Psel,α

)λ
2
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P (G0|H0) is obviously equal to 1, since 0 elite pairs in the pool excludes any

probability of evolution. Along these lines, to fail evolution given 1 elite pair in

the recombination pool:

P (G0|H1)P (H1) =

(
1− 2k

n

(
1− k

n

))
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

P (H1|α)

and
μ∑

α=1

P (H1|α) =
(

λ
2

1

) μ∑
α=1

Psel,α

(
1− Psel,α

)λ
2
−1

therefore, the probability of failure given 1 elite pair given k improvements so far

is

P (G0k|H1)P (H1) =

(
1− 2k

n

(
1− k

n

))(
λ
2

1

)
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

Psel,α

(
1− Psel,α

)λ
2
−1

For cases {Hj : 2 ≤ j ≤ λ
2
} the logic is similar, so the full expression for the

probability of failure is

P (G0k) =

λ
2∑

j=0

P (G0|Hj)P (Hj)

=
1

μ

λ
2∑

j=0

(
1− 2k

n

(
1− k

n

))j(λ
2

j

) μ∑
α=1

P j
sel(α)

(
1− Psel,alpha

)λ
2
−j

=
1

μ

λ
2∑

j=0

(
1− 2k

n

(
1− k

n

))j(λ
2

j

) μ∑
α=1

(
α

μ

)2j(
1−

(
α

μ

)2)λ
2
−j
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Interchanging the sums and using the binomial identity (s+ t)n =
∑n

k=0

(
n
k

)
sktn−k,

one gets:

P (G0k) =
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

λ
2∑

j=0

(
λ
2

j

)((
1− 2k

n

(
1− k

n

))(
α

μ

)2
)j(

1−
(
α

μ

)2)λ
2
−j

=
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1−

(
α

μ

)2

Pswap

)λ
2

The probability of success is therefore

P (Gk) = 1− P (G0k) = 1− 1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1−

(
α

μ

)2

Pswap

)λ
2

For each 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1:

ETk =
1

1− 1
μ

∑μ
α=1(1− (α

μ
)2Pswap)

λ
2

and therefore the expected first hitting time for the algorithm is

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
=

n−1∑
k=0

ETk = μ
n−1∑
k=0

1

μ−∑μ
α=1(1− (α

μ
)2Pswap)

λ
2

(4.4)

Unfortunately, this quantity does not seem to exist in a closed form. Therefore,

the asymptotic approximation is derived and checked numerically by comparing

Equation 4.4 to computational experiments for different values of μ, λ, n.
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4.7.2 Asymptotic runtime of (μ+ λ)EA1BS on the OneMax

Test function

The author starts with approximating the probability of failure:

P (G0k) =
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1−

(
α

μ

)2

Pswap

)λ
2

≥ 1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− λ

2

(
α

μ

)2

Pswap

)

= 1−
μ∑

α=1

λ

2

α2

μ3
Pswap > 1− λPswap

2

The last step comes from the well-known identity:

μ∑
α=1

α2 =
μ(2μ+ 1)(μ+ 1)

6
≤ μ3

since P (Gk) = 1 − P (G0k) one can easily get the lower bound on the expression

for the whole algorithm:

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
≥ 2

λ

n−1∑
k=1

1

Pswap

=
2n2

λ

n−1∑
k=1

1

2k(n− k)
=

2n2

λ
· 1
n

( n−1∑
k=1

1

k
+

1

2
·
n−1∑
k=1

1

n− k

)

>
3n log(n− 1)

λ

The third step is due to the partial fraction expansion. The last step is due to the

bounds on the Harmonic sum. Therefore, the lower asymptotic bound on runtime

of this algorithm is

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
= Ω

(
n log n

λ

)
(4.5)

or, if measured in the number of function evaluations,

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
= Ω(n log n) (4.6)

which is a well-known runtime bound on the OneMax function. In other words,

if elite species in the population are distributed uniformly, expected runtime of

(μ+ λ)EA1BS is asymptotically the same as any mainstream (1+ 1) Evolutionary

Algorithm and gets improved if run on parallel computers.
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4.7.3 Runtime analysis of (μ+λ)RLS on the OneMax Test

Function

For the comparison, Eτ for (μ+λ)RLS using a similar approach (law of total prob-

ability + sum of independent Geometric rvs) is derived. Results will be compared

to Equation 4.4. Changes apply mostly to the selection and flipping probabilities,

as there are no pairs to form:

Psel,α =
α

μ

(
α

μ
+ 1− α

μ

)
=

α

μ

This comes from the fact that regardless of what candidate is selected by the

tournament selection function, an α species enters the pool. The probability to

flip the correct bit is the same as for any other RLS-type algorithm:

Pflip = 1− k

n

The same assumptions of uniform distribution of elite species in the population

are used, as with the (μ+ λ)EA1BS.

Failure event G0 is defined in the same way: no successful flips in the recom-

bination pool, so the probability thereof is defined in a similar way to the one in

Equation 4.1.

P (G0) =
λ∑

j=0

P (G0|Hj)

μ∑
α=1

P (Hj|α)P (α) (4.7)

Only in this case, of course, j is the number of elite parents in the pool and goes

from 0 to λ.

P (Hj|α)P (α) =

(
λ

j

)
P j
sel,α(1− Psel,α)

λ−j
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and therefore (using the same idea with the binomial theorem)

P (G0k) =
1

μ

λ∑
j=0

(k
n

)j(λ
j

) μ∑
α=1

P j
sel,α(1− Psel,α)

λ−j =
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

λ∑
j=0

(
λ

j

)(k
n
Psel,α

)j
(1− Psel,α)

λ−j

=
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− α

μ
Pflip

)λ

Unfortunately, the closed expression for this sum does not seem to exist either, so

one remains with the following expression for the expected runtime of the algo-

rithm:

Eτ(μ+λ)RLS ≥
n−1∑
k=1

ETk = μ

n−1∑
k=1

1

μ−∑μ
α=1(1− α

μ
(1− k

n
))λ

(4.8)

Just as with the previous algorithm, asymptotic approximation is derived and this

expression is compared to the numerical results in Section 4.9

4.7.4 Asymptotic runtime of (μ + λ)RLS on the OneMax

Test function

It is quite straightforward to find the lower bound on P (G0k):

P (G0k) =
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− α

μ

(
1− k

n

))λ

≥ 1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− λα

μ

(
1− k

n

))
= 1− λ

(
1− k

n

)

where once again Bernoulli inequality was found useful for the lower bound on the

expression. Therefore the probability of success is

P (Gk) ≤ λ

(
1− k

n

)

and, to find the expected runtime of the whole algorithm one needs to sum expec-

tations of Geometric rvs:

Eτ(μ+λ)RLS ≥
n−1∑
k=1

1

Gk

=
n

λ

n−1∑
k=1

1

n− k
≥ n log(n− 1)

λ
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In other words, the lower bound on expected runtime is asymptotically

Eτ(μ+λ)RLS = Ω

(
n log n

λ

)
(4.9)

or, measured in number of function evaluations,

Eτ(μ+λ)RLS = Ω(n log n) (4.10)

which is the same as the lower bound for (μ+ λ)EA1BS. This means that asymp-

totically these two algorithms perform the same (with the benefit from paralleliza-

tion).

4.8 Main model of the (μ + λ) Algorithm on the

Royal Roads Test Function

The setup for the RR problem is along the lines of [Mit96] (referred to as R1 in

the book). If the length of the chromosome is n, it is split into K consecutive

disjoint subsets (also referred to as segments or bins), length of each bin is M (so

that n = KM). Originally this problem was designed to test EA’s capacity for

recombining building blocks compared to other heuristics (for details see [Mit96]).

It can also be seen as EA’s capacity to traverse the fitness plateau. For the details

of RR see Section 4.4.2.

In [JW01] efficiency of two different algorithms on functions with plateaus of con-

stant fitness was compared and it was proven that for some functions an algorithm

that accepts a new solution if it is at least as good (same fitness) can outperform

the one that accepts only better solutions. Here only the second case is considered

(success is defined as improving the auxiliary function, see below).

An auxiliary function is introduced to track progress between improvements in

the fitness (the idea is similar to that in, e.g. [DJW10a, HY04]), which in this

case is V (sk) = Vk = OneMax(sk) since both functions achieve have maxV (sk) =
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max f(sk) = M and max f(s) = maxVs = max
∑

k Vk = n.

The motivation behind this auxiliary function is quite obvious: it is necessary

to track progress of the algorithms between jumps of the fitness value. OneMax

is a suitable candidate for this purpose as the number of 1-bits in the bin gives a

good measure on the distance to the next fitness level. Therefore, in addition to

artificial fitness levels one can also use artificial auxiliary levels, i.e. all populations

that have at least one species with the auxiliary value Vk.

There is one important feature of the evolutionary process to see here: when

parents exchange genetic information, it doesn’t matter where the information

comes from (which segment of the parent). What matters, is where it is inserted,

because it may mean that the fitness of the recipient segment has reached M , and

therefore the fitness of the offspring has increased.

Since both 1BS and RLS bins swap/flip exactly 1 bit, bins in the string evolve

in an arbitrary sequence (i.e. there are M !K! ways of evolution, since it does not

matter, in which order bits in the bin and bins in the string evolve). This directly

means that no two different bins can evolve simultaneously. It is also pessimisti-

cally assumed that the best auxiliary function value in the first generation is 1

(and hence the auxiliary value of the whole string is K) and the fitness function

is 0. The bin that is currently being ‘processed’ is referred to as ‘active’. Again,

the assumption about the distribution of elite species in the population is made

(Uniform).

4.8.1 Runtime analysis of (μ + λ)EA1BS on the RR Test

Function

As with OneMax, the author starts with introducing the probability of failure:

P (G0) =

λ
2∑

j=0

P (G0|Hj)

μ∑
α=1

P (Hj|α)P (α) (4.11)
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where all variables are the same as in (μ+λ)EA1BS solving OneMax: Hj is j
th elite

pair in the recombination pool λ, α is the number of elite species in the population

μ with both highest fitness and auxiliary function values. The selection function

is the same as Equation 4.2:

Psel,α =

(
α

μ

)2

Having selected the pair, the probability that as the result of swapping bits between

them, a better offspring evolves is:

Pswap = 2 · M − l

n
· K − k + l + kM

n
=

2(M − l)(K + l + k(M − 1))

n2

This probability comes from the fact that one wants to select any 0 in the active

bin in one of the parents and a 1 anywhere in the other parent. Obviously, as the

number of 1-bits in both parents grows, so does this quantity. K comes from the

pessimistic assumption that the algorithm is initialized with one 1-bit in each bin.

Again, the probability of failure is also used:

PF = 1− Pswap

The same assumption about the Uniform distribution of elite species is made as

in the OneMax Section. The main model (Equation 4.11) is the application of the

law of total probability twice. Once the probability of success has been found, one

can treat it as a parameter in a Geometric rv: the number of failures before the

first success. The probability of failure given l bits set to 1 in the active bin is

P (G0l) =
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(1− Psel,αPswap)
λ
2

Therefore, the probability of breeding at least one offspring with higher auxiliary

function value is

P (Gl) = 1− P (G0l) = 1− 1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(1− Psel,αPswap)
λ
2
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and the expected time until the next improvement of the auxiliary function of the

active bin is

ETk =
M−1∑
l=0

1

P (Gl)
(4.12)

Finally, summing over all k from 0 to K − 1(since G depends on both l and k):

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
=

K−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
l=0

1

P (Gl,k)
=

K−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
l=1

1

1− 1
μ

∑μ
α=1(1− Psel,αPswap)

λ
2

=
K−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
l=1

1

1− 1
μ

∑μ
α=1(1− 2α2(M−l)(K+l+k(M−1))

μ2n2 )
λ
2

(4.13)

This expression is tested numerically for different values of n, μ, λ. Unfortunately,

it does not seem to exist in the closed form, so instead asymptotic approximation

is derived in the next subsection.

4.8.2 Asymptotic runtime of (μ+λ) EA1BS on the RR Test

Function

This derivation is in many ways similar to that for the OneMax test function.

P (G0l) =
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− Psel,αPswap

)λ
2

≥ 1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− λ

2
Psel,αPswap

)

= 1− λPswap

2μ3

μ∑
α=1

α2 ≥ 1− 3λPswap

2

Here the Bernoulli inequality (1 − y)n > 1 − ny was used since obviously 0 <

Psel,αPswap < 1 (product of the probabilities) and λ
2
> 1. Then also

μ∑
α=1

α2 =
(2μ+ 1)(μ+ 1)μ

6
< 3μ3 = O(μ3)
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Since P (Gl) = 1−P (G0l), the expected time until solving an active bin (using the

expression for Pswap) is

ETl ≥
M−1∑
l=1

1

P (Gl)
=

n2

3λ

M−1∑
l=1

1

(M − l)(K + l + k(M − 1))

=
n2

3λ(M +K + k(M − 1))

(M−1∑
l=1

1

M − l
+

M−1∑
l=1

1

K + k(M − 1) + l

)

≥ n2

3λ(M +K + k(M − 1))

(
logM + o(1)

)

Here again the bounds on the M th Harmonic number:

logM ≤
M∑
l=1

1

l
≤ logM + 1

The o(1) of the second term comes from the following derivation (using the defi-

nition n = KM) and asymptotically as K → ∞:

M−1∑
l=1

1

K + k(M − 1) + l
= log(K + k(M − 1) +M)− log(K + k(M − 1))

= log

(
1 +

M

K + k(M − 1)

)
≥ log

(
1 +

M

n

)
= log

(
1 +

1

K

)
= o(1)

Finally, one is able to sum over the number of bins in the string, K and obtain the

asymptotic expression for the whole algorithm:

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
≥

K−1∑
k=0

n2 logM

3λ(M +K + k(M − 1))
=

n2 logM

3λ

K−1∑
k=0

1

K +M + k(M − 1)

=
n2 logM

3λM
log(1 +

KM

K +M
) = Ω

(
n2 logM log( KM

K+M
)

λM

)
(4.14)
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This result is true if run on theoretical parallel computers. To measure this bound

in the number of function evaluations, it is multiplied by Ω(λ):

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
= Ω

(
n2 logM log( KM

K+M
)

M

)
(4.15)

For a specific case of the Royal Roads Test function when K = M =
√
n this

bound becomes

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
= Ω

(
n

3
2 log2 n

)
(4.16)

which seems to be a big improvement compared to the RR function [WJ07, SW03],

where the bound is Ω(n2) and LeadingOnes in [CHS+09], where the bound is

O(n2 + nN logN).

4.8.3 Runtime analysis of (μ+λ)RLS on the RR Test Func-

tion

The main difference of this model from the previous one is the genetic operator.

Since bits are flipped in a single parent, they do not depend on the number of

1-bits in other strings in the pool. Therefore the index of the active bin does not

really matter. This simplifies the analysis quite a bit.

Psel,α =
α

μ

(
α

μ
+ 1− α

μ

)
=

α

μ

The same assumption of the Uniform distribution of elite species is used. The flip

probability, assuming each bin has only 1 bit at the beginning of the run (therefore

the auxiliary value of the string is K) is just

Pflip =
M − l

n

since it is sufficient to select any one of 0-bits from the active bin regardless of

values in other bins or in the other parents.
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Probability of failure given l successful flips so far (using Equation 4.1) is

P (G0l) =
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− αPflip

μ

)λ

and the runtime of the algorithm is

Eτ(μ+λ)RLS =
K−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
l=0

1

1− 1
μ

∑μ
α=1

(
1− αPflip

μ

)λ (4.17)

which is also tested numerically.

4.8.4 Asymptotic runtime of (μ + λ)RLS on the RR Test

Function

Approximating the probability of failure given l bits set to 1,

P (G0l) =
1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− αPflip

μ

)λ

≥ 1

μ

μ∑
α=1

(
1− λαPflip

μ

)
= 1−

μ∑
α=1

λαPflip

μ2

= 1− λPflip

and the expected time to solve the active bin is therefore

ETk =
M−1∑
l=1

1

λPflip

=
n

λ

M−1∑
l=1

1

M − l
≥ n logM

λ

Since there are K such bins and the probability of successful sampling does not

depend on it (unlike (μ+λ)EA1BS), the expected first hitting time for the algorithm

on the RR test function is obtained:

Eτ(μ+λ)RLS =
K−1∑
k=1

ETk = Ω

(
nK logM

λ

)
(4.18)
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or, measured in the number of function evaluations,

Eτ(μ+λ)RLS =
K−1∑
k=1

ETk = Ω(nK logM) (4.19)

If for example K = M =
√
n, the bounds become

Eτ(μ+λ)RLS = Ω(n
3
2 log n)

which is only up to an order Ω(log n) faster than EA using 1-Bit-Swap operator.

4.9 Numerical results

To test four equations that do not exist in the closed form, a large number of

numerical experiments was performed. For simplicity, μ ≡ λ and M ≡ 8 for the

RR test function. In Tables 4.4 and 4.5 the set of parameters for which the exper-

iments were run is presented for both OneMax and Royal Roads test functions.

n μ Length of run (generations)
50 20,30,40,50 500
100 30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100 1000

500
20,50,100,150,200

3000
250,300,350,400,450,500

1000
50,100,150,200

5000
250,300,350,400,450,500

Table 4.4: Set of parameters used for OneMax test function

Each parameter tuple (μ, n) was run 50 times (the length of run is given in the

respective table). The author compares the average generation at which the global

optimum (or to relax this condition, its ε−basin) was reached to the theoretical

estimate in the respective equation. In case the basin was not reached, this run is

ignored. Plots of the probability of success of (μ+λ)EA1BS on OneMax is missing
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n μ Length of run (generations)
32 40,50,60,70,80,90,100 1000
64 40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120 1000

128
40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120

1000/2000
130,140,150,160,170,180,190,200

256
40,60,80,100,120,140,160

3000/4000
180,200,220,240,260,280

512
30,60,90,120,150,180,210,240

5000/6000
270,300,330,360,390,420,450,480,510,540

Table 4.5: Set of parameters used for the RR test function

(a)
n=50

(b)
n=100

(c)
n=500

(d)
n=1000

Figure 4.1: Distribution of the elite species in the population of (μ + λ) EA1BS

solving OneMax Test Function for μ = λ = 500 and stopped at the achievement
of the global optimum
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(a)
n=50

(b)
n=100

(c)
n=500

(d)
n=1000

Figure 4.2: Distribution of the elite species in the population of (μ+λ)RLS solving
OneMax Test Function for μ = λ = 500 and stopped at the achievement of the
global optimum
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(a)
n=100

(b)
n=500

(c)
n=1000

Figure 4.3: Probability of success of (μ+ λ)RLS solving OneMax Test Function.
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(a)
n=50

(b)
n=100

(c)
n=500

(d)
n=1000

Figure 4.4: Numerical runtime estimate for (μ + λ)EA1BS solving OneMax Test
Function for different population sizes.
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(a)
n=50

(b)
n=100

(c)
n=500

(d)
n=1000

Figure 4.5: Numerical runtime estimate for (μ + λ)RLS solving OneMax Test
Function for different population sizes.
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(a)
n=50

(b)
n=100

(c)
n=500

(d)
n=1000

Figure 4.6: Theoretical and numerical estimate for (μ+λ)EA1BS solving OneMax
Test Function
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(a)
n=50

(b)
n=100

(c)
n=500

(d)
n=1000

Figure 4.7: Theoretical and numerical estimate for (μ + λ)RLS solving OneMax
Test Function
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(a)
n=32

(b)
n=64

(c)
n=128

(d)
n=256

(e)
n=512

Figure 4.8: Distribution of the elite species in the population of (μ + λ) EA1BS

solving Royal Roads Test Function for μ = λ = 500 and stopped at the achievement
of the global optimum
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(a)
n=32

(b)
n=64

(c)
n=128

(d)
n=256

(e)
n=512

Figure 4.9: Distribution of the elite species in the population of (μ+λ)RLS solving
Royal Roads Test Function for μ = λ = 500 and stopped at the achievement of
the global optimum
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(a)
n=128

(b)
n=256

(c)
n=512

Figure 4.10: Probability of success of (μ + λ) EA1BS solving Royal Roads Test
Function. For n = 32, 64 it is always almost 1
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(a)
n=128

(b)
n=256

(c)
n=512

Figure 4.11: Probability of success of (μ+ λ)RLS solving Royal Roads Test Func-
tion.For n = 32, 64 it is always almost 1
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(a)
n=32

(b)
n=64

(c)
n=128

(d)
n=256

(e)
n=512

Figure 4.12: Numerical runtime estimate for (μ + λ)EA1BS solving Royal Roads
Test Function for different population sizes. The positive effect of the population
size measured in the number of generations is obvious.
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(a)
n=32

(b)
n=64

(c)
n=128

(d)
n=256

(e)
n=512

Figure 4.13: Numerical runtime estimate for (μ+λ)RLS solving Royal Roads Test
Function for different population sizes. The positive effect of the population size
measured in the number of generations is obvious.
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(a)
n=32

(b)
n=64

(c)
n=128

(d)
n=256

(e)
n=512

Figure 4.14: Theoretical and numerical bounds for (μ + λ)EA1BS solving Royal
Roads Test Function
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s
(a)
n=32

(b)
n=64

(c)
n=128

(d)
n=256

(e)
n=512

Figure 4.15: Theoretical and numerical bounds for (μ+λ)RLS solving Royal Roads
Test Function
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since it is always 1.

Certain conclusions can be draw from these results.

1-Bit-Swap vs Randomized Local Search Results for EA with 1BS are con-

sistently better than those for RLS for most instances of both functions, both in

terms of the higher probability of success (1BS always finds the solutions, hence

the respective plots are missing) and shorter runtime. This results is especially

strong for all instances of OneMax and small populations on the RR. For large

populations on RR the results for RLS are similar to those for 1BS. One doesn’t

fail to notice that theoretically RLS performs up to an order Ω(log n) faster than

EA with 1BS. More investigation is needed in this area to clarify this result. One

may suggest that if tested on even large populations sizes, RLS may outperform

1BS.

Distribution of Elite Species (OneMax Test Function) Numerically for

OneMax problem (see Figures 4.1, 4.2) it is obvious that the assumption of Uniform

distribution of elite species as an upper bound on the probability to observe ‘large’

numbers of elite species does not hold. In fact, EA with 1BS exhibits a completely

different pattern of elite species than RLS. It seems to accumulate a large number

of elite species fast and thus improve the probability of finding a better solution.

RLS on the other hand does not seem to exhibit any consistent pattern at all,

although the upper bound assumption seems to hold.

Distribution of Elite Species (Royal Roads Function) By looking at fig-

ures 4.8, 4.9 it becomes pretty clear that elite species in both algorithms (or, more

correctly, super-elite, those with the highest auxiliary OneMax value) follow some

form of an exponential decay. This justifies the use of Uniform distribution be-

cause it gives an upper bound on the probability to observe ‘large’ numbers of α

species. This phenomena will be scrutinized in the next chapter.

Effect of the Population size (OneMax Function) On Figures 4.3, 4.4 and

4.5 it is quite obvious, that the increase in the population size does not bring about
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any positive changes in the efficiency of both algorithm, neither for the probability

of finding the solution, nor the runtime. Obviously, if measured in the number

of function evaluations (multiplied by 2λ) effect of the population will be strictly

degrading. This confirms many previous findings (e.g. in [He10, Wit04]) that have

showed the negative effect of the population for algorithms solving OneMax or

other easy (runtime at most O(n log n)) problems.

Effect of the Population size (Royal Roads Function) On Figures 4.10

and 4.11 the positive effect on the probability of finding the global optimum by

both algorithms is quite obvious, unlike OneMax. Another thing is the leveling

out effect, that was noticed already in [HY02]: as the population size increases,

the marginal effect reduces. On Figures 4.12 and 4.13 another positive effect of

the population is obvious, i.e. faster convergence: as the population increases,

runtime, measured in generations, decreases. This benefit is achieved though if

run on parallel computers. On a single computer, if measures in the number of

function evaluations, in some of these cases increase in the population size degrades

performance.

Numerical vs Theoretical Results (OneMax Test Function) Finally, it is

possible to compare numerical and theoretical findings (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7).

Theoretical findings (Equations 4.4 and 4.8) yield lower bounds despite the clear

violation of the Uniform distribution assumption as shown above. As a result,

apart from the (μ + λ)EA1BS algorithm with n = 50 all other bounds seem quite

loose. Results for the other three (μ+λ)EA1BS algorithms are tighter than for all

four (μ + λ)RLS, although even in the worst case theoretical results are different

by the factor of 4, which still qualifies for a ‘small constant’.

Numerical vs Theoretical Results (Royal Roads Test Function) For

Royal Roads (Figures 4.14, 4.15 and Equations 4.13, 4.17) the results are substan-

tially more consistent than for OneMax. Numerical and theoretical curves have

the same shape, demonstrating the leveling-out effect of the population. Since the

Uniform distribution assumption for the RR function was verified, lower bounds

are much tighter than for OneMax. For the (μ+ λ)EA1BS algorithm it is tight at
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most up to a very small constant (for n = 128 it is ≈ 2). For larger n, e.g. n = 512

theoretical result is asymptotically tight as μ → ∞. For (μ + λ)RLS the results

are more loose, but for large n they again get tight asymptotically (the constant

is ≈ 3).

4.10 Conclusions

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, there have been very few results on

(μ+ λ) population-based EAs, and even fewer on the structure of the population.

In this chapter an attempt was made to answer some of the most basic questions

arising in connection with population-based elitist EAs, e.g. the distribution of

elite species. As a result of this approach, a number of lower bounds on the runtime

were derived and the results were tested numerically.

• Both asymptotic solutions for OneMax function are of the same order Ω(n logn
λ

)

and are comparable to the results for (μ + 1) and (1 + λ) EAs available in

the literature. Also this results demonstrates the benefit of using parallel

computers by increasing the size of the recombination pool

• The asymptotic order for the Royal Roads function depends on the number

of bits in a bin M and the number of bins K. For K = M =
√
n RLS out-

performs 1BS by an order of Ω(log n). The result comes from the linear ex-

pression for the probability of selecting the correct bit for RLS and quadratic

for 1BS. Since theoretical results contradict this finding (1BS greatly out-

performs RLS for most sizes of the problem and the populations), one can

infer that that additional investigation is needed (see next chapter)

• The positive effect of the population (measured as the probability to find

the global solution and the runtime till this event) is evident on the Royal

Roads function. Numerically it is shown that for OneMax, as the population

size increases, neither the probability of finding the global solution nor the

expected time (measured in the number of generations) improve. For the

Royal Roads the situation is the opposite-the first benchmark grows, the
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second one reduces, clearly demonstrating the benefit of large populations

(at least when run on parallel computers).

• All theoretical results obtained from respective equations are tight up to a

small constant. Nevertheless, it is quite obvious that for the Royal Roads

test function they are much more consistent with the numerical results, i.e.

they both reduce and level out (i.e. the efficiency of adding more species

to the population drops). For the 1BS, results are much tighter, sometimes

the multiplying constant can be as small as 1.5 (e.g. for n = 256, μ = 280).

Results for RLS are more loose, sometimes up to the factor of 6 (e.g. for

n = 32, μ = 100). This directly implies that the approximation of the

distribution of elite species with Uniform distribution is much more relevant

for 1BS than RLS. This is indirectly confirmed by the empirical distribution

of elite species- they resemble some form of an exponential decay for both

algorithms, but the right tail is much longer for 1BS than RLS.

• The distribution of elite species in both algorithms on the OneMax function

does not seem to follow any distribution, which may well explain the lower

consistency of theoretical results: the shapes of the theoretical curves are dif-

ferent to those of numerical on Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Although they are never

too loose, the assumption of the Uniform distribution is clearly violated.

• The main point is that, when analyzing population-based EAs, making an

assumption about the distribution of species to construct the model is a

straightforward solution, but it may lead to worse-than-expected results. The

next Chapter is a further step in the direction of the analysis of the subsets

of the population and their effect on the runtime without such assumptions.



Chapter 5

Upper Bounds on the Runtime

In the Chapter 4 an attempt was made to understand some of the processes af-

fecting the structure of the population and the recombination pool, and apply

this understanding to the derivation of the bounds on runtime. Although some of

the results were quite encouraging, numerical experiments revealed a number of

drawbacks, among them:

1. Assumption of the Uniform distribution as an approximation of the sampling

probability is clearly violated in the OneMax Problem.

2. Numerical results demonstrated that some bounds were quite loose (e.g. RLS

solving OneMax problem).

3. The adopted approach does not distinguish between species of the same

fitness level, but different distance to the next fitness level on the Royal

Roads problem (or on any other problem with fitness plateaus)

It is therefore necessary to design a method that would take these points into

consideration. More specifically, it should:

1. Avoid making assumptions about the distribution of species in the popula-

tion,

2. Give an asymptotically tight upper bound that can be compared to the

findings in Chapter 4 and results in the literature,

86
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3. Distinguish between species on the plateau of fitness (Royal Roads), which

is crucial to the derivation of the runtime

For this purpose, in this chapter a tool called the Elitism Levels Traverse Mecha-

nism is developed and applied to both OneMax and Royal Roads (or, more gen-

erally, function with fitness plateaus). This is a novel flexible method that allows

analysis of population-based algorithms solving different functions.

5.1 Main results

Some of the main results of this Chapter are:

1. Development of a new tool for the analysis of population-based Evolutionary

Algorithms

2. Upper bound on the runtime of (μ+ λ)EA1BS on OneMax is O(μn logn
λ

)

3. Upper bound on the runtime of (μ + λ)EA1BS on Royal Roads with K =

M =
√
n is O(μn

3
2 log2 n
λ

)

4. There exists a lower bound on the probability to add 1 elite offspring to

the population that allows only to consider types of pairs, rather than the

number of each type in the recombination pool

5. Probability to evolve a higher-ranked offspring solving a function with plateaus

is lower-bounded by 1− e−
c
8 + o(1) for some small constant c if λ = μ.

6. Limiting distribution of super-elite species, when solving the first bin in the

Royal Roads problem converges to truncated Poisson distribution if the rate

of progress is slow and Normal if it is fast.

The recovery of the results for OneMax and improvement of the results for Royal

Roads verifies the validity of this approach and its potential for solving similar

problems.
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5.2 The Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism

In this section a new approach to modeling (μ+ λ) algorithms, the Elitism Levels

Traverse Mechanism, is presented. It is loosely based on the ideas of fitness levels

traversal (see [JW01]) and locally-optimal individuals (see [CHS+09, CTCY12]).

This approach addresses some of the main problems identified in Chapter 4 and

suggests a different way to derive bounds on mean first hitting times of global

solutions:

1. It replaces the assumption of the species distribution in the population with

the mechanism that tracks the change in their number by identifying the

ways of adding certain types of species (e.g. elite) to the population,

2. Instead of using the probability of advancing a level of fitness, it makes use of

the probability of advancing a level of elitism, e.g. adding an elite species up

to a certain proportion δ such that the probability of evolution is arbitrarily

close to 1, i.e. 1− o(1),

3. Tracks the change in the number of elite species on plateaus of fitness that

enables the derivation of sharper results for the Royal Roads function (see

Subsection 5.4.1).

The working of the Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism can be illustrated by an

example from epidemiology (similar to the approach in [Nas96, Nas99]).

Suppose that there exists a population of species of size N , which is suscepti-

ble to M types of infection, which are mutually exclusive, i.e. a species cannot

be infected by more than one infection at the same time. The size of each type

of infected species cannot be larger than mj. A sick species can infect exactly

one healthy individual. An event E∗
jr that r < mj infected species of type j are

observed in the population one of which infects exactly one healthy species. Since

the sets of infected species are mutually exclusive, by additivity, the probability

that exactly one healthy species gets any of the M infections is obtained:

P

( M⋃
j=1

E∗
j

)
= P

( M⋃
j=1

mj⋃
r=1

E∗
jr

)
=

M∑
j=1

mj∑
r=1

P (E∗
jr) =

M∑
j=1

P (E∗
j ) = P (E∗)
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This expression needs to be simplified for a number of reasons, e.g. the knowledge

of mj. Although one can find bounds on the partial sum of rows of Pascal triangle

(since mj is clearly less than N), it is guaranteed to make the derivation messy.

Therefore, only one infected species of each type is considered rather than r, and

the event of infecting exactly one healthy species with infection type j is therefore

Ej. This yields the lower bound on the total probability of adding exactly one

infected offspring:

P (E∗
j ) ≥ P (Ej) ↔ P (E∗) =

M∑
j=1

P (E∗
j ) >

M∑
j=1

P (Ej) = P (E) (5.1)

In the language of Evolutionary Computation, infected species of any type are

elite species, M are the types of pairs that are able to produce at most one elite

offspring, mj is the number of pairs of type j in the recombination pool, N is the

size of the recombination pool. The new idea is the δμ (for 0 < δ < 1), which is the

number of elite individuals in the population that ensures the 1− o(1) probability

of advancing to the next level of evolution. If there are n such levels, the expected

runtime of EA can be expressed as

Eτ =
n∑

k=1

δμ∑
α=1

1

P (E∗(α, k))
=

n∑
k=1

δμ∑
α=1

1∑M
j=1 P (E∗

j (α, k))

<
n∑

k=1

δμ∑
α=1

1∑M
j=1 P (Ej(α, k))

=
n∑

k=1

δμ∑
α=1

1

P (E(α, k))
(5.2)

Derivation of the upper bound on the runtime using Equation 5.2 is rather flexible.

One needs to identify pairs of possible parents < p1, p2 > such that there exists

some probability of swapping (or otherwise exchanging) bits ϕ(k) > 0 that, as a

result, a new elite offspring evolves.

Before this tool is applied to OneMax and Royal Roads problems, Equation 5.1

(and, hence, Equation 5.2) is proved for an arbitrary type of pairs (infection) j (this

lower bound is not to be confused with a trivial one of the form
∑

k≥r

(
n
k

)
pk(1 −
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p)k >
(
n
r

)
pr(1− p)n−r):

P (Ej) =

(
λ
2

1

)
PselPswap =

(
λ
2

1

)
Pselϕj(k) (5.3)

P (E∗
j ) = P

(
mj⋃
r=1

E∗
jr

)

=

mj∑
r=1

(
λ
2

r

)
P r
sel(1− Psel)

λ
2
−r

(
r

1

)
ϕj(k)(1− ϕj(k))

r−1 (5.4)

As mentioned before, Pswap is the probability to swap bits such that a new elite

offspring evolves. Since all the terms in the sum are positive, the lower bound on

this expression can be used:

P (E∗
j ) ≥

mj∑
r=1

(
λ
2

r

)
P r
sel(1− Psel)

λ
2
−rϕj(k)(1− ϕj(k))

r−1

≥ ϕj(k)

(1− ϕj(k))

(
mj∑
r=0

(
λ
2

r

)
P r
sel(1− ϕj(k))

r(1− Psel)
λ
2
−r − (1− Psel)

λ
2

)

≥ ϕj(k)

(
mj∑
r=0

(
λ
2

r

)
P r
sel(1− ϕj(k))

r(1− Psel)
λ
2
−r − (1− Psel)

λ
2

)

Canceling out ϕj(k) and moving the term e−1 ≤ (1−Psel)
λ
2 ≤ 1√

e
< 1 to the other

side, the LHS of the inequality becomes

P (E∗
j ) ≥

mj∑
r=0

(
λ
2

r

)
P r
sel(1− ϕj(k))

r(1− Psel)
λ
2
−r

≥ (Psel(1− ϕj(k)) + 1− Psel)
λ
2

= (1− Pselϕj(k))
λ
2

and the RHS is upper-bounded by

1√
e
+

λPsel

2
=

1√
e
+ o(λc−1)by the argument below
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The LHS is lower-bounded by (using Bernoulli inequality for λ
2
≥ 1):

P (E∗
j ) ≥ (1− Pselϕj(k))

λ
2 ≥ 1− λPselϕj(k)

2

Since one can select Psel = O(λ−c) and ϕj(k) = O(n−c), c ∈ Z, the expression is

P (E∗
j ) = 1− o(1) >

1√
e
+ o(1) = P (Ej) (5.5)

thus proving the lower bound on the probability of evolving exactly one more elite

species for an arbitrary subset j. This logic applies for each of the M subsets

(types of pairs) of the recombination pool, and the inequality becomes

P (E∗) = P

(
M⋃
j=1

E∗
j

)
>

M∑
j=1

P (Ej) = P (E) (5.6)

The upper bound in Equation 5.2 follows directly.

5.3 Upper bounds on the OneMax test function

In this section the assumption is made that the starting fitness of strings is at most

3 (to avoid division by 0). This comes from considering three types of species in

the population, unlike the approach in Chapter 4.

α : currently best species, i.e. species with the highest fitness so far

β : species with the next-best fitness value

γ : the remainder of the population

The Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism requires identifications of only those pairs

that can evolve a currently elite offspring, therefore pairs like < γ, γ > are not

considered. In fact, one of the questions that is addressed in this section, is whether

the use of γ species is necessary at all.
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5.3.1 Simple upper bound on OneMax

To derive the simple upper bound, first only two pairs are considered, neither of

which makes use of γ species:

E1 :< α, β >

E2 :< β, β >

Note the obvious pair < α, α > as in Chapter 4 is not used since if bits are swapped

successfully (i.e. in both strings either two 0- or 1-bits are selected), two currently

elite offsprings are generated. In case in both parents bits with different values are

selected, a better offspring evolves. Both of these cases are outside of the scope

of the approach considered here. At the end of this Section though the possible

extension of this approach to include < α, α > pairs is discussed.

The probabilities of events E1, E2 are

P (E1) = 2

(
λ
2

1

)
ϕ1(k) · α

μ
· β
μ

(
1− α

μ

)
=

αβλ(μ− α)ϕ1(k)

μ3

P (E2) =

(
λ
2

1

)
ϕ2(k)

(
β

μ

(
1− α

μ

))2

=
λϕ2(k)β

2(μ− α)2

2μ4

Both equations yield the lower bound on the true probability, as per Equation 5.1.

P (E1) is due to selecting exactly 1 α parent and 1 β parent (the order in the pair

does not matter). P (E2) comes from selecting β parents in both cases. In the

tournament selection this means that a β candidate has to be paired either with

another β, or γ to enter the pool.

The probability of at least 1 of these events is

P (E(α, k)) ≥ P (E1) + P (E2) =
2ϕ1(k)αβλ(μ− α)

μ3
+

ϕ2(k)λβ
2ϕ1(k)(μ− α)2

2μ4
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and, since P (E(alpha, k)) is the lower bound on the probability, the upper bound

on the expected time to traverse enough levels of elitism (i.e. add enough currently

elite species to the population) to evolve from fitness levels k to k + 1 is

ET̃α,k ≤
δμ∑
α=1

1

P (E(α, k))

The following auxiliary notation is uses here:

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
=

n−1∑
k=1

ET̃μ,k =
n−1∑
k=1

δμ∑
α=1

ET̃α,k =
n−1∑
k=1

δμ∑
α=1

1

P (Sα,k)

The expression for the mean time to observe δμ elite species in the population

is obtained as a result of this setup (at this point β is pessimistically set to 1 to

simplify the derivation):

ET̃α,k ≤ 2μ4

δμ∑
α=1

1

βλ(μ− α)(2αμϕ1(k)− αβϕ2(k) + βμϕ2(k))

<
2μ4

λ

×
δμ∑
α=1

1

(ϕ2(k)− 2μϕ1(k))α2 + (2μ2ϕ1(k)− 2μϕ2(k))α + μ2ϕ2(k)

=
2μ4

λ(ϕ2(k)− 2μϕ1(k))

δμ∑
α=1

1

α2 + b1α + b0
(5.7)

where

b0 =
μ2ϕ2(k)

ϕ2(k)− 2μϕ1(k)

b1 =
2μ(μϕ1(k)− ϕ2(k))

ϕ2(k)− 2μϕ1(k)
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In order to simplify the already complicated derivation, the summand in the ex-

pression for ET̃α,k is written in the form

S̃(α, k) =
1

(α + r)2
=

1

(α2 + 2rα + r2)

for some r. From equating coefficients it becomes clear that

r =
√

b0 or r =
b1
2

and so, using the first root

S̃(μ, k) =

δμ∑
α=1

1

(α + r)2
= ψ1(

√
b0)− ψ1(

√
b0 + δμ+ 1)

For large b0 these expressions involving a digamma function can be expanded

asymptotically in the Taylor series (only the first two terms are used):

S̃(μ, k) ≈
(

1

b0
− 1

2b0

)
−
( 1

b0
− δμ

b0
− 1

2b0

)
=

δμ

b0

=
δμ(ϕ2(k)− 2μϕ1(k))

μ2ϕ2(k)
=

δ(ϕ2(k)− 2μϕ1(k))

μϕ2(k)

and therefore the expected time to traverse enough levels of elitism to improve 1

bit of the string is (substituting this expression into Equation 5.7)

ET̃μ,k =
2μ4

λ(ϕ2(k)− 2μϕ1(k))
· δ(ϕ2(k)− 2μϕ1(k))

μϕ2(k)

=
2μ3δ

λϕ2(k)

To improve the pair < β, β > one needs to either swap 1 from the first parent and

0 from the second, or the other way around (any other outcome just keeps the

current number of bits in each parent):

ϕ2(k) = 2 · k − 1

n
· n− k + 1

n
=

2(k − 1)(n− k + 1)

n2
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Substituting this into the expression for ET̃μ,k, one obtains the expected optimiza-

tion time of the algorithm, pessimistically assuming that at the beginning of the

run the best species has only 2 1-bits anywhere in the string.

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
≤ μ3n2δ

λ

n−2∑
k=2

1

(k − 1)(n− k + 1)

=
δμ3n2

λ
· 1
n

(
n−2∑
k=2

1

k − 1
+

n−2∑
k=2

1

n− k + 1

)

=
δμ3n

λ

(
log(n− 1) +O(1)

)
(5.8)

The second step is due to the partial fraction expansion. Although this seems

quite a loose bound given cubic in μ, one can take μ = O(λ) so all it is left to

establish is δ.

Obviously 0 < δ < 1, but one needs to select it s.t. summation over α makes

sense. δ = μ−ε1 is set for an arbitrary ε1 > 0 s.t. δμ = μ1−ε1 > 1. Then

δμ2 = μ2−ε1 = μ1+ε2 . For example, ε2 =
1
2
yields δμ =

√
μ and δμ2 =

√
μ3.

The optimization time is

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
= O(μ1+ε2n log n) (5.9)

or, in the number of function evaluations

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
= O(λμ1+ε2n log n) (5.10)

That is, runtime grows both in μ and λ. Nevertheless, if δμ = c = O(1), this

bound reduces to linear in μ:

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
= O(λμn log n) (5.11)

Hence, it is of interest to see if these bounds improve if all pairs of parents able to

breed a currently elite offspring are considered.
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5.3.2 Refined upper bounds on OneMax

In addition to pairs E1 and E2 in Subsection 5.3.1, two more are added, both

involve the ‘primitive’ species γ:

E1 :< α, β >

E2 :< β, β >

E3 :< α, γ >

E4 :< β, γ >

The corresponding probabilities of evolving an α offspring are

P (E1) = 2

(
λ
2

1

)
ϕ1(k) · α

μ
· β
μ

(
1− α

μ

)
≥ αλ(μ− α)ϕ1(k)

μ3

P (E2) =

(
λ
2

1

)
ϕ2(k)

(
β

μ

(
1− α

μ

))2

≥ λϕ2(k)(μ− α)2

2μ4

P (E3) = 2

(
λ
2

1

)
α

μ
·
(
1− α + β

μ

)2

ϕ3(k) ≈ λα

μ

(
1− α

μ

)2

ϕ3(k)

P (E4) = 2

(
λ
2

1

)
β

μ

(
1− α

μ

)(
1− α + β

μ

)2

ϕ4(k) ≈ λ

μ

(
1− α

μ

)3

ϕ4(k)

P (E3) is due to selecting a γ species in addition of α: it is possible only if both

candidates are γ. P (E4) is similar, but to select a β parent it must not compete

against α. Again, to avoid overcomplications, only the lower bound on the num-

ber of the next-best species is considered, β ≥ 1. The combined probability of

evolution is (P (E1), P (E2) are the same as in the previous derivation):

P (E(α, k)) = P (E1) + P (E2) + P (E3) + P (E4)
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and the expected time until there are δμ elite strings in the population:

ET̃μ,k ≤
δμ∑
α=1

1

P (E(α, k))
= 2μ4

δμ∑
α=1

1

b3α3 + b2α2 + b1α + b0

=
2μ4

b3

δμ∑
α=1

1

α3 + b2
b3
α2 + b1

b3
α + b0

b3

(5.12)

where

b0 = λμ2(2μϕ4(k) + ϕ2(k))

b1 = 2λμ(μϕ1(k) + μ2ϕ3(k)− 3μϕ4(k)− ϕ2(k))

b2 = λ(ϕ2(k)− 4μ2ϕ3(k)− 2μϕ1(k)− 6μϕ4(k))

b3 = 2λ(μϕ3(k)− ϕ4(k))

One needs a solution to the cubic (in α) equation of the form

S(μ, k) =
∑
α

S(α, k) =

δμ∑
α=1

1

α3 + b′2α2 + b′1α + b0

where

b′2 =
ϕ2(k)− 4μ2ϕ3(k)− 2μϕ1(k)− 6μϕ4(k)

2(μϕ3(k)− ϕ4(k))

b′1 =
μ(μϕ1(k) + μ2ϕ3(k)− 3μϕ4(k)− ϕ2(k))

2(μϕ3(k)− ϕ4(k))

b′0 =
μ2(2μϕ4(k) + ϕ2(k))

2(μϕ3(k)− ϕ4(k))

Solution to S(μ, k) is of the form

S(μ, k) =
∑
α

1

(α + ρ)3
=
∑
α

1

α3 + 3α2ρ+ 3αρ2 + ρ3
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Equating the coefficients three roots for ρ are obtained:

ρ =
b′2
3

ρ = ±
√
b′1
3

ρ = 3
√

b′0

To simplify the increasingly complicated notation, only the last root is selected:

S(μ, k) =

δμ∑
α=1

1

(α + 3
√

b′0)3
=

ψ2(
3
√

b′0 + δμ+ 1)− ψ2(
3
√

b′0 + 1)

2

=
1

2

((
− 1

3

√
b′0

2
+

2δμ+ 1

b′0

)
−
(

− 1

3

√
b′0

2
+

1

b′0

))

=
1

2
· 2δμ
b′0

=
δμ

b′0

The second line in the derivation was obtained by expanding both second-order

polygamma functions in Taylor series as b′0 → ∞ and taking the first two terms of

each function. The front term in Equation 5.12 is combined with this derivation to

obtain the expression of the upper bound on the expected time until the number

of elite species in the population in kth fitness level reaches δμ:

ET̃μ,k ≤ 2μ5δ

λb3b′0
=

2δμ3

λ(2μϕ3(k) + ϕ4(k))

since

b3b
′
0 = 2(μϕ3(k)− ϕ4(k)) · μ

2(2μϕ3(k) + ϕ4(k))

2(μϕ3(k)− ϕ4(k))
= μ2(2μϕ3(k) + ϕ4(k))

Finally, it is possible to find the upper bound on the expected optimization time

of the algorithm:

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
≤

n−3∑
k=3

ET̃μ,k =
2δμ3

λ

n−3∑
k=3

1

2μϕ3(k) + ϕ4(k)
(5.13)
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Here again a pessimistic assumption is made that the best species at the start of

the run has a fitness of 3, since in such case the fitness of γ has minimal fitness of

1 to avoid inconsistencies of the form 1
0
. Two probabilities are considered for the

two new types of pairs:

ϕ3(k) =
k

n
· k − 2

n
+

n− k

n
· n− k + 2

n

=
k(k − 2) + (n− k)(n− k + 2)

n2

The expression comes from the fact that it is necessary to preserve the 1-bits in the

better parent in order to add its offspring to the population, so one needs to either

select 1-bits in each parent or 0-bits in each parent. For the last swap probability,

ϕ4(k), one needs only to select a 0-bit in the β parent and a 1-bit in γ parent,

other options either degrade the better parent or leave the current fitness.

ϕ4(k) =
(n− k + 1)(k − 2)

n2

Manipulating the summand over k:

S(μ, k) =
1

2μϕ3(k) + ϕ4(k)

=
n2

(4μ− 1)k2 + (n− 8μ− 4μn+ 3)k + 4μn− 2n+ 2μn2 − 2

≤ n2

μ
· 1

k2 − 4(n+ 2)k + 2n(n+ 1)

The first fraction is left out, and the denominator is factored in the form (k −
s)(k − r), s.t. s, r are solutions to the set of equations:

{
s+ r = 4(n+ 2)

sr = 2n(n+ 1)

The resulting solution (only the larger of the two roots that are symmetric around

2n is used) is: {
s = 2n+

√
2
√
n2 + 7n+ 8 + 4

r = 2n−√
2
√
n2 + 7n+ 8 + 4
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The value under the root can be bounded by

n+ 2 ≤
√
n2 + 7n+ 8 ≤ n+ 4

So the expression becomes upper-bounded by

S(μ, n) ≤ n2

μ

1

(k − (2n+
√
2(n+ 2)))(k − (2n−√

2(n+ 4)))

Expanding this in partial fractions, two sums over k are obtained:

S1(μ, n) =
n−3∑
k=3

1

k − (2n+
√
2(n+ 2))

≈ ψ0(n− 2n−
√
2n)− ψ0(3− 2n−

√
2n)

= ψ0(−(1−
√
2)n)− ψ0(3− (2 +

√
2)n) = O(1)−O(1) = −O(1)

The result of −O(1) is due to the fact that any n can be selected, for which the

values of digamma function are small negative constants. For the second sum, the

upper bound on the value in the denominator, since 2−√
2 ≈ 0.58 < 1, is:

S2(μ, n) =
n−3∑
k=3

1

k − (2n−√
2(n+ 2))

≤
n−3∑
k=3

1

k − n
= −

n−3∑
k=3

1

n− k

≈ − log(n− 3) +O(1)

the minus sign in front of the expression cancels out by multiplying S1(μ, k) by

S2(μ, k) and the upper bound for S(μ, n) is obtained:

S(μ, n) ≤ n2(log(n− 3)−O(1))

μn

and the upper bound on the expected first hitting time:

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
≤ 2δμ2n(log(n− 3)−O(1))

λ
(5.14)

This equation is up to an order μ tighter than Equation 5.8, demonstrating the

benefit of using ‘primitive’ species to traverse levels of elitism. Setting δμ = c =
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O(1), the expression becomes (measured in the number of generations, for c > 0)

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
=

cμn log n

λ
−O

(
μn

λ

)
(5.15)

or, in the number of function evaluations,

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
= cμn log n−O(μn) (5.16)

In addition to being tighter than the bound with two terms in subsection 5.3.1, it

is also comparable to the results in [CHS+09, JDJW05, He10] (see below).

5.3.3 Use of < α, α > pair

At the beginning of this section it was mentioned that this type of pairs, consid-

ered in Chapter 4 is excluded from analysis since it does not follow the idea of

the worst upper bound in the Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism. Although this

approach is probably worth additional scrutiny, there is one thing to notice here.

In this chapter the worst upper bound for OneMax was derived, and turned out

to be O(μn log n). The lower bound in Chapter 4 was found to be Ω(n log n).

Trivially, adding the new pair can only improve the upper bound, but it certainly

cannot be better that the lower bound. And since the only difference is the μ

term, improvement is only possible up to O(μ).

5.3.4 Generations vs Function evaluations

Tournament selection has a property that one does not need to evaluate every

species, but it is necessary to make 2λ evaluations (since two species compete for

1 slot in the recombination pool, so the number of evaluations each generation is

O(λ). Therefore, in terms of the number of function evaluations the simple bound

in Subsection 5.3.1 becomes O(μλn log n) and the refined one in Subsection 5.3.2

O(μn log n). If μ = λ = O(1) this reduces to the well-known result of O(n log n)

for OneMax function. The λ term in the denominator means that if the algorithm

is run on parallel computers, the increase in the recombination pool size improves
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the performance.

Another interesting feature, is that the refined case demonstrates the importance

of making use of γ species, that turn out to improve the bounds.

5.3.5 Comparison to earlier results

The results in this Section can be compared to those in [CHS+09] for (N +N)EA

with mutation and a variant of tournament selection function, O(nN logN +

n log n) if measured in the number of function evaluations (Proposition 4). By

setting N = O(1) = c ≥ 1 this bound becomes n log n + O(n), which is larger

than cn log n − O(n) in this section. If instead population size is set to μ =

N = O(
√
log n) or O( logn

log logn
) the result in [CHS+09] is sharper than here. For

populations Ω(
√
n

logn
) the bound in this section becomes sharper again, e.g., for

μ = N = O(
√
n) it is cn

3
2 log n−n

3
2 , and in [CHS+09] it is 0.5n

3
2 log n+O(n log n).

The models in this section concerned only OneMax, a function without plateaus

of fitness. In the remainder of this chapter it will be shown that the Elitism Levels

Traverse Mechanism can be effectively applied to functions with fitness plateaus.

It is also possible to approximate the limiting distribution of the number of super-

elite species in the population.

5.4 Upper Bounds on the Royal Roads test func-

tion

The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to the upper bound on the runtime of

(μ + λ)EA1BS solving Royal Roads and stationary properties of the distribution

of species. The definition of the problem and the approach in the part of using

active bins are the same as in Chapter 4. Analysis here though has a number

of substantial differences from both OneMax in Section 5.3 and Royal Roads in

Section 4.8:

1. One of the most important differences is the random walk on the plateau
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of fitness. As mentioned several times in Chapter 4, fitness-proportional

selection function does not differentiate between species of the same fitness,

but different distance to the next fitness level (‘plateau of fitness’). Therefore,

population performs random walk on this plateau. Hence the idea of artificial

auxiliary levels has to be expanded to construct a better model.

2. Elitism that simplified the analysis on OneMax by considering only pure

birth Markov Chain, is not straightforwardly applicable in this case. An

additional measure has to be introduced to account for the difference in the

number of bits set to 1 among all elite individuals.

3. Therefore, a birth-and-death MC has to be constructed with the number

of states equal to the number of those species that are needed to evolve an

offspring with a higher number of 1-bits in the active bin.

In essence, this new approach is a combination of a birth-and-death Markov Chain

that tracks the progress of the population between jumps in the artificial auxiliary

levels and the Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism that determines the parameters

of this MC. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce additional notation. If the

current fitness of the best species in the population is k, then all α species can be

partitioned into the following subsets:

α∗ : species with the currently highest auxiliary value

β∗ : species with the next highest auxiliary value

γ∗ : the remainder of the elite subset

η : union of the sets β and γ

In the rest of the chapter α∗ species are referred to as ‘super-elite’. The explanation

of the birth-and-death Markov chain follows in the next subsection. The last new

definition necessary to add here is, similar to δμ for the OneMax function, δ∗α,

i.e. the number of super-elite species necessary to advance to the next artificial

auxiliary level with probability 1− o(1).
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To simplify the derivation, it is assumed that at least 1 super-elite species al-

ways remains in the population, i.e. the artificial auxiliary level does not degrade,

unlike the number of α∗ species. This assumption can be viewed in the following

way: if the auxiliary value of the last super-elite species degrades (which is per-

fectly possible in real life), the auxiliary value of the population degrades with it

to that of β∗. By this time, the number of the next-best species is large enough

to regenerate an α∗ species with probability 1 − o(1). This approach is used, for

example, in epidemiology by having a constant rate ν that reintroduces virus into

the population.

5.4.1 The birth-and-death Markov Chain for Royal Roads

For an introduction, good explanation and some advanced features of birth-and-

death MCs see [Shi07a, Shi07b, Doo90, KS76].

Birth-and-death MC is defined for each artificial auxiliary level and has 1 ab-

sorbing state (δ∗α). By the assumption above, state 0 is excluded. The δ∗α× δ∗α

transition matrix for this MC is

P =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

r1,1 p1,2 0 0 · · · 0 0 0

q2,1 r2,2 p2,3 0 · · · 0 0 0

0 q3,2 r3,3 p3,4 · · · 0 0 0
...

...
...

... · · · ...
...

...

0 0 0 0 · · · qδ∗α−1,δ∗α−2 rδ∗α−1,δ∗α−1 pδ∗α−1,δ∗α

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

The dimensionality follows from the pessimistic assumption that each artificial

auxiliary level starts with only one super-elite parent. The mean first hitting time

of the absorbing state from any state in the MC is

mα∗,δ∗α = 1 + qα∗,α∗−1mα∗−1,δ∗α + rα∗,α∗mα∗,δ∗α + pα∗,α∗+1mα∗+1,δ∗α (5.17)
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due to the assumption the boundary conditions are

m1,δ∗α = 1 + r1,1m1,δ∗α + p1,2m2,δ∗α (5.18)

and mδ∗α,δ∗α = 0. A new recurrence expression is defined:

Mα∗ = mα∗,δ∗α −mα∗+1,δ∗α

This quantity is obviously nonnegative and the telescoping sum is

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=1

Mα∗ = m1,δ∗α

Solving the recurrence equation one gets:

(pα∗,α∗+1 + qα∗,α∗−1)mα∗,δ∗α = 1 + qα∗,α∗−1mα∗−1,δ∗α + pα∗,α∗+1mα∗+1,δ∗α

pα∗,α∗+1(mα∗,δ∗α −mα∗+1,δ∗α) = 1 + qα∗,α∗−1(mα∗−1,δ∗α −mα∗,δ∗α)

pα∗,α∗+1Mα∗ = 1 + qα∗,α∗−1Mα∗−1

Mα∗ =
1

pα∗,α∗+1

+
qα∗,α∗−1

pα∗,α∗+1

Mα∗−1 (5.19)

Also:

m1,δ∗α =
1

p1,2
+m2,δ∗α

and, therefore,

M1 =
1

p1,2

Recurrently substituting in terms in the RHS of Equation 5.19, one obtains the

expression for the general term Mα∗ :

Mα∗ =
1

pα∗,α∗+1

(
1 +

qα∗,α∗−1

pα∗−1,α∗
+ · · ·+ qα∗,α∗−1 · qα∗−1,α∗−2 . . . q2,1

pα∗−1,α∗ · pα∗−2,α∗−1 · p1,2

)

=
1

pα∗,α∗+1

(
1 +

α∗∑
m=2

α∗−m∏
l=0

qα∗−l,α∗−l−1

pα∗−l−1,α∗−l

)
(5.20)
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Summing on α∗, the LHS is simply the desired quantity, m1,δ∗α:

m1,δ∗α =
δ∗α−1∑
α∗=1

1

pα∗,α∗+1

+
δ∗α−1∑
α∗=1

1

pα∗,α∗+1

α∗∑
m=2

α∗−m∏
l=0

qα∗−l,α∗−l−1

pα∗−l−1,α∗−l

(5.21)

In the next subsection the RHS will be approximated, but first some simplification

is necessary. The numerator of each fraction is a product of probabilities, so each

of them is upper-bounded by qα∗,α∗−1. The denominator can be simplified in the

following way: if the probability to increase the number of super-elite species grows

(which is proven at the beginning of the next subsection) for any 1 ≤ α∗ ≤ δ∗α,

the set of inequalities pδ∗α−1,δ∗α ≥ pδ∗α−2,δ∗α−1 ≥ . . . ≥ p1,2 ≥ pδ
∗α

1,2 can be used.

Thus the upper bound bound on the first hitting time of δ∗α super-elite species in

the population is

m1,δ∗α ≤
δ∗α−1∑
α∗=1

1

pα∗,α∗+1

+
δ∗α
pδ

∗α
1,2

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

qα∗,α∗−1 (5.22)

From this, the upper bound on the expected first hitting time of the algorithm

will be derived:

Eτ(μ+λ)EA1BS
=

K−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
j=3

m1,δ∗α(j, k) (5.23)

For simplicity
∑

k

∑
j

∑δ∗α−1
α∗=1

1
pα∗,α∗+1

is referred to as the ‘first expression’ and∑
k

∑
j

δ∗α
pδ

∗α
1,2

∑δ∗α−1
α∗=2 qα∗,α∗−1 as the ‘second expression’.

5.4.2 Upper bounds on the Royal Roads problem

The runtime of the algorithm is broken down into two phases. The first one begins

after the random initialization of the population and ends when fitness of one of

the offspring improves. The second phase begins immediately after this and ends

when one of the offspring has maximal fitness. The rationale behind this is that

the first bin is especially hard to solve, since all strings have fitness 0 and the

fitness-proportional selection function is completely unguided.

Before the model is solved though, it is necessary to show the monotonicity of
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pα∗,α∗+1 in α∗ that is used extensively here. Since all swap probabilities ϕ1 . . . ϕ4 =

O(1), one needs to show
pα∗,α∗+1

pα∗−1,α∗
≥ 1 ∀ α∗

The numerator and denominator for all four types of probabilities are (since bino-

mial coefficient
(λ

2
1

)
cancels out):

pα∗,α∗+1 =
2α∗

4μ2
+

2α∗(μ− α∗ − 1)

4μ2
+

1

4μ2
+

2(μ− α∗ − 1)

4μ2

pα∗−1,α∗ =
2(α∗ − 1)

4μ2
+

2(α∗ − 1)(μ− α∗)
4μ2

+
1

4μ2
+

2(μ− α∗)
4μ2

pα∗,α∗+1

pα∗−1,α∗
=

2μ− 2α∗ + 2μα∗ − 2α∗2 − 1

2α∗ + 2μα∗ − 2α∗2 − 1 ≥ 1 if α∗ ≤ μ

2

It is shown in Section 5.4.3 that one needs only a relatively small number of super-

elite species (independent of μ for λ = μ and certainly less than μ
2
) to produce an

offspring with a higher auxiliary value.

Phase 1

As with OneMax, it is assumed that the auxiliary value of the first active bin is 3.

This is done to avoid division by 0 in case of γ∗ parents.

To use the Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism, one needs to identify all pairs

of parents that may add exactly one super-elite string to the population. These

are: < α∗, β∗ >,< α∗, γ∗ >,< β∗, β∗ >,< β∗, γ∗ >. As the author is primar-

ily concerned with the evolution of super-elite species, the trivial lower bound of

β∗ ≥ 1 is used. Therefore the number of γ∗ species is upper-bounded by μ−α∗−1.

If a super-elite parent competes with another parent from the same level, the

probability to get selected into the pool is halved (since fitnesses of α∗, β∗ and γ∗

are the same). In the first phase all species in the population have the same fitness,

they differ only in the auxiliary function, thus super-elite species are relatively un-

likely to be selected into the recombination pool. This is in contrast with OneMax,

where α species are much more likely to get selected into the recombination pool.
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The swapping probabilities for the respective type of pair are defined as ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4.

The first sum in the expression becomes (first, second and fourth expression are

multiplied by two since parents in the pair can be in any order). Here it also used

μ− 1 > μ
2
∀ μ ≥ 2.

pα∗,α∗+1 =

(
λ
2

1

)(
2α∗

4μ2
ϕ1 +

2α∗

2μ

(
μ− 1− α∗

2μ

)
ϕ2 +

1

4μ2
ϕ3 +

2

2μ

(
μ− 1− α∗

2μ

)
ϕ4

)

Many of the algebraic manipulations here were done in Matlab, Matlab Sym-

bolic Toolbox and Wolfram Alpha.

The probabilities are defined as following:

ϕ1 =
j

n2
(2K − 3 + j)

ϕ2 =
j

n2
(K − 3 + j)

ϕ3 =
2(M + 1− j)(2K − 3 + j)

n2

ϕ4 =
(M + 1− j)(K − 3 + j)

n2

The first expression is due to selecting a 1-bit in the active bin in α∗ and a 1

anywhere in the second parent β∗. This uses the pessimistic assumption that in

all bins β∗ parents have only two 1-bits. The second one is the same, but the

second parent is γ∗. The third one is due to selecting a 0-bit in the β∗ species and

a 1 anywhere in the second parent (also β∗, therefore multiplied by 2). The fourth

swap probability is selecting a 0-bit in the β∗ parent’s active bin and 1 anywhere
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from γ∗. Therefore,

pα∗,α∗+1 =
λ

8μ2
(2α∗(ϕ1 + (μ− 1− α∗)ϕ2) + ϕ3 + (μ− 1− α∗)ϕ4)

=
λ

8μ2n2
(j(2K − 3 + j)− α∗j(K − 3 + j) + (μ− 1)j(K − 3 + j))

+ (M + 1− j)(2(2K − 3 + j)− 2α∗(K − 3 + j) + 2(μ− 1)(K − 3 + j))

=
λ

8μ2n2
(2j(α∗ − 1)(K + (K − 3 + j)(1− α∗) + 2j(μ− 1)(K − 3 + j)(α∗ + 1)))

≈ 2λjα∗(K + (K − 3 + j)(μ+ 1− α∗))
8μ2n2

The first expression of the expectation of Phase 1 is

S11 =
M∑
j=3

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=1

1

pα∗,α∗+1(j)
=

8μ2n2

λ

M∑
j=3

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=1

1

2jα∗(K + (K − 3 + j)(μ+ 1− α∗))

The summand above is denoted S11(α
∗) (also

∑δ∗μ
α∗=1 S11(α

∗) = S11(μ)) and ex-

panded in partial fractions w.r.t α∗:

S11(α
∗) =

1

2jα∗(K + (K − 3 + j)(μ+ 1− α∗))

≈ 1

2j(K +Kμ+ jμ)

(
1

α∗ +
K + j

K +Kμ+ jμ− α∗(K + j)

)

Sum over α∗ of the first fraction in the brackets is of course log(δ∗α). The second

fraction can be approximated in the following way (up to a constant):

K + j

K +Kμ+ jμ− α∗(K + j)
≈ 1

μ− α∗

and the expression becomes

S11(μ) ≈ 1

2j(K +Kμ+ jμ)

(
log

δ∗αμ
μ− δ∗α

)
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Again, expanding the expression in partial fractions w.r.t. j, one gets

S11(μ) ≈ log

(
δ∗αμ

μ− δ∗α

)(
1

2(K +Kμ)j
− μ

2(K +Kμ)(K +Kμ+ jμ)

)

Summing the first term w.r.t. j one gets HM ≈ log(M + 1). The second term is

at most O(1). The upper bound for the first expression is (since μ
μ+1

≈ 1 for large

μ)

S11 <
4μn2 log

(
δ∗αμ
μ−δ∗α

)
log(M + 1)

λK

The second expression is

S12 =
δ∗α
pδ

∗α
1,2

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

qα∗,α∗−1

The cumbersome term in the denominator in the second expression (assuming

r1,1 ≤ p1,2 and using Bernoulli inequality) is simplified:

δ∗α
pδ

∗α
1,2

=
δ∗α

(1− (1− p1,2))δ
∗α =

δ∗α
(1− r1,1)δ

∗α ≤ δ∗α
1− δ∗αp1,2

The expression for p1,2 can be upper-bounded in the following way:

δ∗αp1,2 =
λδ∗α
2

(
2j(j − 1 + 2(K − 1))

4μ2n2
+

2(μ− 2)j(K − 3 + j)

4μ2n2

+
2(M + 1− j)(2K − 3 + j)

4μ2n2

+
2(μ− 2)(M + 1− j)(K − 3 + j)

4μ2n2

)

≤ λδ∗α
4μ2n2

(
j(2K + j) + μj(2K + j) + (2M − j)(2K + j)

+ μ(2M − j)(2K + j)

)
≤ λδ∗α

4μ2n2

(
2μj(2K + j) + 2μ(2M − j)(2K + j)

)

=
λδ∗αM(2K + j)

μn2
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Trivially j < M , so the whole expression becomes (since there are at most M − 3

bits to flip:
M−3∑
j=1

δ∗α
pδ

∗α
1,2

≤ δ∗α(M − 4)

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

Thus the front term in the second expression was simplified. Obviously, if the

super-elite species degrades, it is replaced by its offspring (β∗). The lower bound

on the probability of degrading is by pairing < α∗, γ∗ >.

Psel =
α∗(μ− 1− α∗)

4μ2

qflip =
j

n
· n− (j − 2)− (K − 1)

n
=

j(n−K + 3− j)

n2

q′flip = 1− qflip

a =
λj(n−K + 3− j)

n2

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

qα∗,α∗−1 =
δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

(
λ
2

1

)
Psel(1− Psel)

(λ
2
−1)qflip

≤
δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

λ
2∑

l=0

(
λ
2

l

)
P l
sel(1− Psel)

(λ
2
−l)qlf lip

(
l

l

)

=
δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

(1− Pselq
′
flip)

λ
2 =

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

(1− α∗(μ− 1− α∗)
4μ2

q′flip)
4μ2

4μ2
λ
2

≤
δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

e
−α∗(μ−1−α∗)λq′flip

8μ2 ≈ δ∗α
∫ 1

0

e
x(μ−1)(μ−1−(μ−1)x)λq′flip

8μ2 dx

≤ δ∗α
∫ 1

0

e
−μ2x(1−x)λq′flip

32μ2 dx = δ∗α
∫ 1

0

e−
x(1−x)λq′flip

32 dx

=

δ∗α2
√
2F

( √
a

8
√
2

)
√
a

The third step is due to the Binomial theorem (a+ b)n =
∑

k

(
n
k

)
akb(n−k) and the

fourth one is the definition of the exponential function: (1− a
n
)n ≤ e−a. The sum

in the third line is approximated with an integral using Riemann sums. F (·) in the
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last line is Dawson’s integral. For small a, which are expected given that j ≤ M ,

a = O( 1
n
) and Dawson’s integral can be expanded in Taylor series:

δ∗α2
√
2F

( √
a

8
√
2

)
√
a

≈ δ∗α
(
1− a

192

)
≤ δ∗α

Summing over j this becomes

M−3∑
j=1

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

qα∗,α∗−1 = δ∗α(M − 4)

and so the upper bound on the second expression is

S12 <
δ∗α(M − 4)

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

· δ∗α(M − 4) =
(δ∗α(M − 4))2

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

(5.24)

Therefore the upper bound on the mean first hitting time of Phase 1 becomes

ET1 ≤
4μn2 log

(
δ∗αμ
μ−δ∗α

)
log(M + 1)

λK
+

(δ∗α(M − 4))2

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

(5.25)

Phase 2

In this phase the remaining K − 1 bins are solved. In addition to the four pairs in

Phase 1, there are two more: < α∗, η >,< β∗, η > . η are any species that are not

elite, i.e. β ∪ γ using the terminology established before. Since all the expressions

are already quite messy, the author simplifies further. First, one needs to reduce

the number of types of parents considered.

In subsection 5.4.4 it is shown how both probabilities involving η can be lower-

bounded by respective probabilities on pairs < α∗, γ∗ >,< β∗, γ∗ >. Therefore in

the expression for pα∗,α∗+1 these probabilities are multiplied by 2.

pα∗,α∗+1 ≥
(

λ
2

1

)(
2α∗

4μ2
ϕ1 +

4α∗

2μ

(
μ− 1− α∗

2μ

)
ϕ2 +

1

4μ2
ϕ3 +

4

2μ

(
μ− 1− α∗

2μ

)
ϕ4

)
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The swap probabilities are

ϕ1 =
j(kM + 2K + j − 3)

n2

ϕ2 =
j(kM +K + j − 2)

n2

ϕ3 =
2(M − j + 1)(kM + 2K + j − 3)

n2

ϕ4 =
(M − j + 1)(kM +K + j − 2)

n2

So pα∗,α∗+1 can be transformed accordingly:

pα∗,α∗+1 ≥ λ

8μ2
(2α∗ϕ1 + ϕ3 + 4(μ− 1− α∗)(α∗ϕ2 + ϕ4))

=
λ

8μ2n2
(2(kM + 2K + j − 3)(M + 1 + j(α∗ − 1)

+ 4(μ− 1− α∗)(kM +K + j − 2)(M + 1 + j(α∗ − 1))))

=
λ

4μ2n2
(M + 1 + j(α∗ − 1))(K + (kM + k + j − 3)(2μ+ 3− α∗))

The first expression in Phase 2 is

S21 =
4μ2n2

λ

K−1∑
k=1

M∑
j=3

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=1

1

(M + 1 + j(α∗ − 1))(K + (kM + k + j − 3)(2μ+ 3− α∗))

since the rest of the calculations are quite similar to Phase 1, except for the

straightforward sum over k, only the main result on the upper bound on the

first term is stated here:

S21 <
8μn2 log δ∗α logK log(M + 1)

λM
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Now for the second expression:

S22 =
∑
k

∑
j

δ∗α− 1

pδ
∗α

1,2

·
∑
α∗

qα∗,α∗−1

For the front term the similar trivial upper bound as in Phase 1, but also for the

K term:
K−1∑
k=1

δ∗α(M − 4)

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

=
δ∗α(M − 4)(K − 2)

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

There are two ways to lose a super-elite species now, when pairing it with either

γ∗ or η. The probability to select a 0-bit in γ∗ parent is

n− (K − 1)− k(M − 1)− (j − 2)

n
=

n−K + 3− k(M − 1)− j

n

for η it is
n− (K − 1)− (k − 1)(M − 1)

n

which is larger than the one for γ∗. The probability to select a 1-bit in the active

bin in α∗ parent is always j
n
:

S22 =
∑
k

∑
j

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

qα∗,α∗−1 =

(
λ
2

1

)
Psel1qswap1 +

(
λ
2

1

)
Psel2qswap2

≤
∑
k

∑
j

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=2

λPsel1qswap2 =
λ

μ2

K−1∑
k=1

(n−K − 1− (k − 1)(M − 1))

n2

×
M−1∑
j=3

j

4

δ∗α−1∑
α∗=1

α∗(μ− α∗)

=
λ

4μ2n2
· M

2 −M − 6

2
· (3μ− 2δ∗α− 1)δ∗α(δ∗α− 1)

6

× (K − 2)(2n−K −KM +M − 3)

2

≤ λ(M2 −M − 6)(3μ− 2δ∗α− 1)(δ∗α)2(K − 2)(2n−K −KM +M − 3)

96μ2n2
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The second expression for Phase 2 is

S22 <
(M − 4)(K − 2)2λ(M2 −M − 6)(

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

)

× (3μ− 2δ∗α− 1)(δ∗α)3(2n−K −KM +M − 3)

96μ2n2

Combining both expression, the expected first hitting time for Phase 2 is upper-

bounded by

ET2 <
8μn2 log δ∗α logK log(M + 1)

λM

+
(M − 4)(K − 2)2λ(M2 −M − 6)(3μ− 2δ∗α− 1)(δ∗α)3(2n−K −KM +M − 3)(

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

)
96μ2n2

(5.26)

Combined runtime of the algorithm

Combining the expressions in Equations 5.25 and 5.26, the upper bound on the

expected first hitting time for the whole algorithm is obtained:

Eτ = ET1 + ET2 <
4μn2 log

(
δ∗αμ
μ−δ∗α

)
log(M + 1)

λK
+

(δ∗α(M − 4))2

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

+
8μn2 log δ∗α logK log(M + 1)

λM

+
(M − 4)(K − 2)2λ(M2 −M − 6)(3μ− 2δ∗α− 1)(δ∗α)3

1− λδ∗αM(2K+M)
μn2

× 2n−K −KM +M − 3

96μ2n2
(5.27)

Equation 5.27 looks quite cumbersome, but it can be reduced to same case with

as in Chapter 4. By setting K = M =
√
n and taking δ∗α = O(1), as was the case
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with δμ for OneMax, it is obtained:

Eτ ≤ 4μn
3
2 log n

λ
·O(1) + n ·O(1) +

8μn
3
2 log2 n

λ
·O(1) +

λn

μ
·O(1)

= O

(
μn

3
2 log2 n

λ

)
(5.28)

or, measured in the number of function evaluations,

Eτ = O(μn
3
2 log2 n) (5.29)

Comparing this result to similar ones in EA literature, including 2
√
n log n in

[Mit96] and O(μn2) in [CHS+09], it is easy to notice that (μ + λ)EA1BS out-

performs other algorithms.

No less important, upper bounds need to be compared to the lower bounds in

Chapter 4. It is easy to see that they are tight up to the μ term in the numerator,

which can probably be explained by the (fairly loose) assumption of Uniform dis-

tribution. It is an encouraging result, and allows for the hypothesis that there is

a different way to approach derivation of the lower bound to obtain Θ(μn
3
2 log2 n)

bound on RR, if measured in the number of function evaluations.

5.4.3 Proof of the lower bound on the probability of ad-

vancing to the next artificial auxiliary level

In this Chapter derivations of the runtime were based on the assumption that

δ∗α = O(1) and δμ = O(1), i.e. for some constant c that does not depend on

α or μ. Here the bound on the probability to evolve a higher-ranked offspring is

derived. The attention is restricted to Phase 1 only. Analysis of Phase 2 is similar.

Using the law of total probability on the probability of failure (F), i.e. proba-

bility that a species with higher auxiliary value does not evolve if the super-elite

species haver already reached O(1) = c. There are three types of pairs that can
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evolve: < α∗, α∗ >,< α∗, β∗ >,< α∗, γ∗ >. Event A is defined that none of the

three pairs get selected into the pool and event B that at least one of any pair gets

selected. Since obviously P (F |A) = 1,

P (F ) = P (F |A)P (A) + P (F |B)P (B) = P (A) + P (F |B)P (B)

Since there are c super-elite species in the population, the probability not to select

any < α∗, α∗ > pairs is simply (1− c2

4μ2 )
λ
2 . In a similar way, the probability not to

select any of the other two types of pairs is, respectively, (1− c
4μ2 )

λ
2 and (1− μ−c−1

4μ2 )
λ
2

using the trivial lower bound on the number of β∗ parents (> 1). The product of

these probabilities is

P (A) ≤
(
1− c2

4μ2

)λ
2
(
1− c

4μ2

)λ
2
(
1− c(μ− c− 1)

4μ2

)λ
2

≤ e
− c2λ

8μ2 e
− cλ

8μ2 e
− cλ(μ−c−1)

8μ2 = e
−λμc

8μ2

For λ = μ, which is the usual choice in many applications, the probability of this

event becomes upper bounded by:

P (A) ≤ e−
c
8

the number of pairs of each type in the recombination pool is upper-bounded by

(respectively) m1,m2,m3, so the second part of the expression is the probability

to select p pairs into the recombination pool and flip the bits unsuccessfully, which
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is denoted by ϕ
′
1, ϕ

′
2, ϕ

′
3.

P (F |B)P (B) =

m1∑
p=1

(
λ
2

p

)(
c2ϕ

′
1

4μ2

)p(
1− c2

4μ2

)λ
2
−p m2∑

p=1

(
λ
2

p

)(
cϕ

′
2

4μ2

)p(
1− c

4μ2

)λ
2
−p

×
m3∑
p=1

(
λ
2

p

)(
c(μ− c− 1)ϕ

′
3

4μ2

)p(
1− c(μ− c− 1)

4μ2

)λ
2
−p

≤
(
1− c2

4μ2

)λ
2
(
1− c

4μ2

)λ
2
(
1− c(μ− c− 1)

4μ2

)λ
2

×
(

m1∑
p=0

(λ
2
)p

p!

(
c2ϕ

′
1

4μ2 − c2

)p

− 1

)

×
(

m2∑
p=0

(λ
2
)p

p!

(
cϕ

′
2

4μ2 − c

)p

− 1

)(
m3∑
p=0

(λ
2
)p

p!

(
c(μ− c− 1)ϕ

′
3

4μ2 − c

)p

− 1

)

≤ e−
c
8

(
e

λc2ϕ
′
1

2(4μ2−c2) − 1

)(
e

λcϕ
′
2

2(4μ2−c) − 1

)(
e

λc(μ−c−1)ϕ
′
3

2(4μ2−c(μ−c−1)) − 1

)

The front term is O(1). Taking max{ϕ′
1, ϕ

′
2, ϕ

′
3} = ϕ′ ≤ 1 − O( 1

n
) one obtains

the upper bound for the exponential term in the first bracket e
λc2

2(4μ2−c2)
− λc2

2n(4μ2−c2)

and e
λc

2(4μ2−c)
− λc

2n(4μ2−c) in the second bracket. Asymptotically for μ, n → ∞ and

μ = λ both of these terms converge to 1, so expressions in both brackets are o(1).

Following the same ideas, the exponential term in the last bracket is O(1), so the

whole expression is

P (F |B)P (B) = O(1) ·O(1) · o(1) · o(1) = o(1)

Combining the results above, one obtains the upper bound on the probability of

failing to advance to the next artificial auxiliary level given c super-elite species in

the population:

P (F ) ≤ e−
c
8 + o(1) (5.30)

And, therefore with probability of at least 1−e−
c
8 +o(1) the population progresses

to a higher artificial auxiliary level by generating a higher-ranked offspring. Nu-

merically it can be easily shown that for c = 1 this probability is roughly 0.1175
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and for c = 6 ≈ 0.5276. Obviously for c = 8 it is ≈ 0.6321.

5.4.4 Lower bounds on the probabilities involving η species

in Phase 2

In Subsection 5.4.2 for lower bounds on probabilities for pairs < α∗, η > and

< β∗, η > in Phase 2 (where η = β ∪ γ) the values for< α∗, γ∗ > and < β∗, γ∗ >

were used. Here it is shown more rigorously, for what values of α, the number of

elite species, this bound is correct. First, the following expressions are compared:

P (< α∗, γ∗ >) =

(
λ
2

1

)
α∗(μ− 1− α∗)

4μ2
ϕ2

P (< α∗, η >) =

(
λ
2

1

)
α∗(μ− α)2

2μ3
ϕ5

The swap probability ϕ5 > ϕ2 since to evolve an α∗ offspring, one only needs to

select a 0 in α∗ active bin and a 0 in the second parent, and obviously there are

more 0-bits in η than in γ∗ and terms
(λ

2
1

)
and α∗

2μ
cancel out. What remains to be

shown is for what α ≥ α∗

(μ− α)2

μ2
≥ (μ− 1− α∗)

2μ

This is a quadratic inequality in α, so it is expressed as (set μ2 + μ+ μα∗ = t):

2α2 − 4μα + t > 0

Since t > 0, 4μ > 0 and 0 < 2 < 16μ2

4(μ2+μ+μα∗) , the only sensible solution is

1 < α ≤ 4μ−√
8μ

4
≤ 4μ−√16μ2 − 4 · 2(μ2 + μ+ μα∗)

4
≈ .29μ
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So for 1 < α < .29μ the inequality holds:

P (< α∗, η >) > P (< α∗, γ∗ >)

The second expression,

P (< β∗, γ∗ >) =

(
λ
2

1

)
1 · (μ− 1− α∗)

4μ2
· (M − j + 1)(kM + j − 2)

n2

P (< β∗, η >) ≥
(

λ
2

1

)
1 · (μ− α)2

2μ3
· (M − j − 1)K

n2

This is a different situation to the previous case, since ϕ6 ≤ ϕ4 in this case, as it

is obviously more likely to sample a 1-bit from γ∗ rather than η. Note an extreme

lower bound on the probability of sampling a 1-bit from η, K
n
is considered, which

amounts to saying that at the initialization of the algorithm each bin starts with

one 1-bit. Canceling out terms, a quadratic inequality in α is obtained:

6Kα2 − 12μKα + μ(kM + j − 2)(1 + α∗ − μ) + 6μ2K > 0

Solving this, as before, there exists only one sensible solution:

1 < α < μ− μ√
6

√
kM + j − 2

K
≤ μ−

√
μ(kM+j−2)(μ−α∗−1)

K√
6

By taking k = K, j = M − 1 the worst upper bound on α is

1 < α < μ(1− .4

√
M +

M

K
− 3

K
)

which is valid for

1− .4

√
M +

M

K
− 3

K
> 0 ⇔ K ≥ M − 3

6.25−M

that is, the derivations here are valid for only M ≤ 6. Of course, most γ parents

have more than K 1-bits, but neither assumptions about their distribution are
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made, nor the change in their number is tracked (unlike super-elite species). If

instead the number of 1-bits in η parents is equal to
√
MK, the bounds become

valid for M ≤ 39. More investigation is needed to make this approach more

general.

5.5 Approximation of the quasi-stationary dis-

tribution of super-elite species in Phase 1

Throughout this thesis the question of the dynamics of the population, demon-

strated by its elite subset, has played a substantial role. In Chapter 4 it was

assumed to follow some distribution, in Chapter 5 the dynamics of its size was

tracked. Finally, the question considered here can be formulated as the proof of

some of the assumptions made before, e.g. distribution of super-elite species, thus

in some way combining ideas from both of these Chapters.

In several areas of science, such as epidemiology and the study of computer viruses,

Markov Chain models are widely applied to the study of the evolution and extinc-

tion of processes, e.g. spread of viral diseases (see [Nas99]) and the distribution

of uninfected computers in a computer network (see [WM04]). These ideas were

already used in Section 5.2 to explain the working of the Elitism Levels Traverse

Mechanism. One of the best known models in this area is Susceptible-Infected-

Susceptible (SIS), see [Nas99, WM04], which roughly corresponds to the birth-

and-death MC that was constructed in Section 5.4.1. To the best of the author’s

knowledge this is the first application of this approach in EA community, although

statistical distribution of the first hitting times was analyzed in [GKS99].

In this section the limiting distribution of the number of super-elite species in

the population is approximated as δ∗α, μ → ∞ and δ∗α = o(μ). Markov chain

is the same as in Section 5.4.1, which is aperiodic and time-homogeneous. Since

there are no transitive states, presence of the absorbing state makes the stationary

distribution trivial with the full mass of the limiting probability set to state δ∗α.

The MC is transformed by adding the probability of moving from state δ∗α back
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to state 1 equal to 1 along the lines of the model in [WM04]. In the light of the

set-up of the whole model this makes sense, since after the improvement in the

auxiliary function the new number of super-elite species reduces back to 1 on the

new auxiliary level.

It is also assumed that the MC is reversible (otherwise a set of recurrent equations

similar to those in Section 5.4.1 have to be derived). The stationary distribution

of an MC is defined as the limiting proportion of time spent by the stochastic

process Xt in a state sk:

πk = lim
t→∞

P (Xt = sk)

From this, using the set of detailed balance equations one can derive the expressions

for stationary distributions:

p1,2π1 = q2,1π2

p2,3π2 = q3,2π3

. . . . . .

pδ∗α−2,δ∗α−1πδ∗α−2 = qδ∗α−1,δ∗α−2πδ∗α−1

π2 =
p1,2
q2,1

π1

π3 =
p1,2p2,3
q2,1q3,2

π1

. . . . . .

πα∗ =
p1,2p2,3 . . . pα∗−1.α∗

q2,1q3,2 . . . qα∗,α∗−1

π1

and, since πα∗ is a probability distribution:

δ∗α∑
α∗=1

πα∗ = 1

which enables us to find the expression for π1:

π1 =
1

1 +
∑δ∗α−1

m=1

∏m
l=1

pl,l+1

ql+1,l
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Ratios of probabilities serve as progress rates here. Two cases are considered: slow

and fast progress rates. All derivations are for Phase 1. Findings for Phase 2 are

similar.

5.5.1 Slow progress rate (Poisson approximation)

Derivation of πα∗ depends on the ratio
pl−1,l

ql,l−1
. This ratio can be written as a product

pl−1,l

ql,l−1

=
r(l)θ1
s(l)θ2

≈ ρ

l

where θ1, θ2 do not depends on l. If the approximation above holds, and θ1
θ2

= ρ

is not very large, the following limiting distribution of super-elite species can be

derived.

π1 =
1

1 +
∑δ∗α

m=2

∏m
l=2

pl−1,l

ql,l−1

≈ 1

1 +
∑δ∗α

l=1
ρl

l!

= c∗e−ρ

for some constant c∗. The ratio in the denominator accounts for quasi-stationarity:

pδ∗α,1 = 1. Therefore, the quasi-stationary distribution of the super-elite species is

πα∗ = c∗e−ρρ
α∗

α∗!

which is a form of truncated Poisson distribution with removed origin (0) and the

upper tail (δ∗α + 1, δ∗α + 2, ...). If δ∗α → ∞, c∗ can be found:

c∗ =
1∑∞

α∗=1 πα∗
=

1

1− e−ρ

5.5.2 Fast progress rate (Normal approximation)

Here the limiting distribution of super-elite species as ρ → ∞ is considered. A∗ is

used as a random variable for the super-elite species:

πα∗ = P(A∗ = α∗) =
c∗e−ρρα

∗

α∗!
=

ρα
∗

α∗!
π1

which, as mentioned before, is a form of truncated Poisson distribution with the

removed origin (for comparison see [Nas96], Section 3). Characteristic function is
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used to derive its expectation and variance:

φA∗(t) = EeitA
∗
=

δ∗α∑
α∗=1

eitα
∗
πα∗ = π1

δ∗α∑
α∗=1

eitα
∗ ρα

∗

α∗!
= π1e

ρeit

For δ∗α → ∞. Standardizing constant is c∗ (to account for the removed origin).

By taking a derivative w.r.t t and setting t = 0:

EA∗ =
1

i
φ′
A∗(0) =

dEeitA
∗

idt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

= π1ρe
ρeiteit

∣∣∣
t=0

= π1e
ρρ = c∗ρ

In a similar way the asymptotic expression for the variance, VarA∗ can be found:

VarA∗ = EA∗2 − (EA∗)2 = −φ′′(0) + (φ′(0))2

This uses the fact that i2 = −1 and 1
i
= −i. Therefore,

φ′′(t) = iπ1ρ(ie
it+ρeit + iρe2it+ρeit) = −π1ρ(e

it+ρeit + ρe2it+ρeit)

φ′′(0) = −π1ρ(ρ+ 1)eρ, (φ′(0))2 = −π2
1ρ

2e2ρ

Hence,

VarA∗ = π1ρ(ρ+ 1)eρ − π2
1ρ

2e2ρ = c∗ρ(1 + ρ(1− c∗))

Since both expectation and variance of this random variable have been found, one

can derive the limiting distribution of standardized A∗:

A′ =
A∗ − EA∗
√
VarA∗

Using the sum of Poisson random variables, one gets EA′ = 0, VarA′ = 1. There-

fore:

A′ =

∑
l A

∗
l − (EA∗

1 + EA∗
1 + . . .EA∗

ρ)√
ρVarA∗

l

=
A∗

1 − EA∗
1√

ρVarA∗
l

+
A∗

2 − EA∗
2√

ρVarA∗
l

+ . . .
A∗

ρ − EA∗
ρ√

ρVarA∗
l

= A′
1 + A′

2 + . . . A′
ρ
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where all A′
l are iid. The characteristic function of A′ is

φA′(t) = EeitA
′
= Eeit

∑
l A

′
l = E

ρ∏
l=1

eitA
′
l = (EeitA

′
l)ρ

=

(
E

(
1 + itA′

l +

(
itA′

l

2!

)2

+O

(
1

ρ2

))ρ

=

(
1− t2

2ρ

)ρ

→ e−
t2

2

which is a characteristic function of standard Normal distribution with parameters

0 and 1. The derivation was due to Taylor series expansion of the exponential func-

tion around 0 (since the function is dominated by ρ). Since A′
l are all identically

distributed, their expectation is 0. Additionally,

EA′
l < EA∗ < ∞

E(A′
l)
2 =

E(A∗
l − EA∗

l )
2

ρVarA∗
l

=
VarA∗

l

ρVarA∗
l

=
1

ρ
< ∞

So the conditions for the Central Limit Theorem are fulfilled, and super-elite

species converge to Normal distribution if the progress rate is high. As it turned

out, to prove convergence of the transformed truncated Poisson distribution to

Normal distribution, its expectation and second moment were not used.

5.6 Conclusions

A new tool for the analysis of population-based elitist EAs, the Elitism Levels

Traverse Mechanism, was presented in this chapter, which was used to derive an

upper bound on runtime of two (μ + λ) EAs with a recombination operator and

a variant of tournament selection. The main idea of the tool is to identify pairs

or species that are able to breed at most one currently elite offspring. The lower

bound on this probability was proven, which enabled the derivation of the upper

bound on the expected optimization time.

The Mechanism that was designed in this Chapter proved to be quite efficient in
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deriving sharp upper bounds (worst case) for functions with and without plateaus

and it is quite possible it can also yield tight upper bounds on other population-

driven algorithms solving more complicated problems (e.g. with local optima).

Bounds on OneMax function were found to be O(μn logn
λ

), on an instance of Royal

Roads with the size of the plateau equal to the number of bins, i.e. K = M =√
n O(μn

3
2 log2 n
λ

). The former is a well-known bound, the latter is an improvement

compared to similar algorithms. Additionally, it was shown that the probability

to generate a higher-ranked offspring is lower-bounded by 1− e−
c
8 + o(1) if μ = λ.

These results used the assumption that to advance to the next artificial fitness

level with probability 1− o(1) δμ elite species are needed in case of OneMax. For

RR, δ∗α super-elite species are needed to advance to the next artificial auxiliary

level with the same probability.

It was shown that if the number of super-elite species is less than μ
2
, the posi-

tive effect from adding them continues to grow. What has not been shown for

(μ+λ) algorithms yet, is the effect of the population size. The result for OneMax

reduces to O(μn log n) if measured in the number of function evaluations that re-

duces to O(n log n) for μ = 1. This also confirms many previous findings.

Perhaps for the first time in theoretical EA community limiting distributions of

super-elite species were derived. For slow rates of progress ρ, it was approxi-

mated with truncated Poisson distribution (origin removed). For large ρ it con-

verges to Normal distribution. In both cases the infinite-population approximation

(i.e. δ∗α → ∞) and quasi-stationarity of the underlying MC were used. It also

turned out that the truncated Poisson distribution has expectation c∗ρ and vari-

ance c∗ρ(1 + ρ(1− c∗)) for some constant c∗.

Findings in this chapter can be extended in many ways:

1. Sharper approximation of the population structure. So far limiting distribu-

tion only of super-elite species in one algorithm on one function was derived,
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but other subsets of the population, algorithms and functions are of interest

too. It is also beneficial to derive the stationary distribution without the

infinite population approximation.

2. Analysis of functions with traps and local optima. One can expect that such

functions benefit from the population diversity more than those analyzed

here, i.e. without local solutions.

3. Elitism rates comparison. In this chapter the rates of elitism were never

really considered, i.e. the actual number of species saved in the population

each generation, although numerical computation shows that it has a strong

effect on the runtime. So far the author used the fact that all elite species

are saved each generation, thus accumulating over time till δμ for OneMax

or δ∗α for Royal Roads. It would be interesting to compare elitism level 1

to 50% (as implemented in Chapter 3), i.e. if there is any difference if only

1 species is saved compared to half of the population.

4. Comparison of the structure of the population and recombination pool (which

subsets are more likely to evolve).

5. Derivation of δ and δ∗ to find the proportion of elite species that yields a

1− o(1) probability of evolution. Quite obviously it is different for functions

with plateaus and without.

6. Effect of the population size. It is of major interest to develop theoretical

foundations for numerical results in Chapters 3 and 4 by showing a positive

effect of the population size for algorithms solving functions with plateaus, at

least when measured in the number of generations. So far only the positive

effect of elite and super-elite species was shown.



Chapter 6

Summary, Conclusions and

Future Work

There are many reasons to use EAs with population, recombination pools and re-

combination operators rather than (1+1) algorithms with mutation. Among them

are diversity and lower probability of premature convergence. Unfortunately, due

to the complexity of analysis, most population-powered EAs have seen less atten-

tion in the theoretical EA community than they deserve. Most importantly, the

knowledge of the structure of the population and recombination pool are almost

non-existent.

Summary In this thesis an attempt was made to understand some of the pro-

cesses observed in the population-based EAs by modeling and approximating the

structure of the population. This knowledge was applied to derive certain proper-

ties of population-based algorithms. Some of these findings are recovery of known

results using completely new approaches, some are improvements of past known

results and some results are completely new. Most of findings here are bounds on

runtime, but some also concern limiting distributions of species.

Most EAs analyzed in the theoretical community use only mutation-type genetic

operators. Much of analysis in this thesis is dedicated to K-Bit-Swap (mostly for
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K=1), which recombines genetic information between two parents in the recombi-

nation pool. In Chapter 3, by performing a large number of numerical experiments

on different problems, it was shown to be efficient on many of them, such as Royal

Roads. In terms of probability of finding the global solution, it outperformed

many other EAs with crossover and mutation. At the same time, it was not very

efficient on the Traveling Salesman Problem. The intuition behind this efficiency,

is the uniform sampling of bits in each parent and the bias towards larger number

of highly-fit parents in the recombination pool. In Section 3.3 these results were

validated statistically using the bootstrap resampling technique. This motivated

to study the runtime of EAs with KBS in greater depth.

In Chapter 4 EA using 1BS was compared to Randomized Local Search (RLS),

which flips exactly one bit in each parent. Assuming that the unknown probabil-

ity to observe a large number of elite species in the population is upper-bounded

by the Uniform distribution, both algorithms were found to have the same lower

bound on OneMax. On Royal Roads though RLS outperforms 1BS by a factor

or Ω(log n). In Section 4.9 four models (two algorithms on two test functions)

were tested numerically. It was shown that the assumption of the Uniform up-

per bound is violated for OneMax and holds for the Royal Roads. For OneMax

the increase in the population size does not improve the probability of finding the

global solution within a set number of generations, thus confirming the well-known

result for (μ + 1) algorithms. It also does not improve runtime (measured in the

number of generations). Derived bounds for EA with 1BS on OneMax are better

than for RLS, which are still tight up to a small constant (e.g. ≈ 4.5 for n = 1000).

Results for the Royal Roads are much more consistent: population size greatly

improves performance (probability of finding the global maximum), distribution of

elite species exhibits a form of exponential decay, which suggests that the Uniform

distribution gives an upper bound on the probability of observing large number of

elite species. In terms of the runtime, theoretical and numerical results are much

more consistent: both exhibit improvement of performance and reduction of the

population effect, i.e. as the population size grows larger the positive effect levels

out. Analysis of the Royal Roads makes use of artificial auxiliary levels.
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Such results motivated the study of the effect and evolution of elite species in

Chapter 5. In Section 5.2 the Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism was introduced

and used to derive upper bounds for both test functions. It works by identifying

pairs of parents that are able to breed at most one new currently elite offspring

that is added to the population. Next, the expected time until a certain proportion

is full of such species is derived, after which any of them improves to the next level

of fitness with probability 1−o(1). Although it sounds like a pessimistic approach

that can give a loose bound, the bounds derived were quite sharp. In Section 5.4

the concept of super-elite species was introduced and developed in depth to derive

a complicated expression on the runtime of (μ + λ)EA1BS on the Royal Roads

function, which improved the previously-known results and was consistent with

the results in Chapter 4.

Finally, in Section 5.5 certain limiting distributions of super-elite species were

considered that don’t seem to have attracted much attention in EA community

before. Applying ideas well-known in other areas of science, e.g. epidemiology, ap-

proximations of the limiting distributions of the super-elite species were derived,

both for the slow and fast progress rates. The results in this chapter to some

extent verified numerical results for the Royal Roads function in Chapters 4 and 5

by showing that often only a small number of super-elite species is needed for the

evolution with high probability.

Conclusions The Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism is a powerful and flexible

tool for analyzing EAs that use population and recombination pool larger than 1.

It can incorporate various genetic operators, although in this thesis only 1BS was

considered. Since it focuses on the lower bound of the probability of evolving an

additional currently best offspring, worst-case analysis can be easily extended to

any function with single and multiple optima.

Perhaps the most important contribution of this work is the attempt to solve
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some of the known problems in the area of analysis of EAs using tools and ap-

proaches that have not seen much attention before: structure of the population,

recombination of information between individuals in the recombination pool, lim-

iting distribution of the size of subsets. Results have either been improved, or

confirmed, which, in the author’s opinion, validates the adopted approach.

In this thesis the author was able to construct an approximation to some pro-

cesses underlying the efficiency and success of population-based EAs. The com-

plex area of the dynamics of the structure of EA populations is in its infancy,

and although both theoretical and numerical results are very encouraging, during

this work more questions have arisen that are discussed below. Among them are

the dynamics and limiting distribution of subsets of the population, effect of the

rates of elitism, comparison of the recombination pool and population structures,

sharper approximation of the population structure based on its fitness or other

benchmarks (in this thesis only three types of species have been analyzed based

on artificial fitness and auxiliary levels).

Implications of Results and Future Work Of all possible ways to expand

the results in this thesis the author suggests that the following problems may of

great interest.

1. Limiting distribution of different types of species in the population. As shown

above, even primitive γ species can affect performance, so it is interesting

to see if their presence in the population converges asymptotically to any

distribution at all.

2. Extension of findings to KBS with K > 1. Numerical results show that often

higher values of K improve performance, so logically one would expect that

theoretical findings should confirm this, at least for some type of problems.

3. Extension of findings to different rates of elitism. Numerical results also show
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that the change in the rate of elitism from 1 to 50 % improve the performance.

4. Results in Chapter 5 can be proven more rigorously. For example, for the

Royal Roads function one can derive the number of super-elite individuals

that ensures evolution of a higher-ranked offspring w.p. 1−o(1), rather than

1−O(1).

5. The approach using the Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism can be adopted

to find sharper lower bounds, as it clear that both the assumption of Uniform

rv and the missing μ term in the main results of Chapter 4 can be improved.

6. Of course, the ideas behind the Elitism Levels Traverse Mechanism can be

applied to other genetic operators and other problems, including problems

with different encoding and local solutions, e.g. TSP, TwoMax and trap

functions.

The author is convinced that better understanding of the population structure and

dynamics will shed light on the work and efficiency of Evolutionary Algorithms

and their application in real life.



Appendix A

Results of Numerical Experiments

In this appendix plots of numerical results of experiments in Chapter 3 are pre-

sented.

Figure A.1: Conditional probability of success and runtime of (μ + λ)EAKBS vs
(μ+ λ)EA−KBS on the Rosenbrock test function
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Figure A.2: Conditional probability of success and runtime of (μ + λ)EAKBS vs
(μ+ λ)EA−KBS on the Rastrigin test function

Figure A.3: Conditional probability of success and runtime of (μ + λ)EAKBS vs
(μ+ λ)EA−KBS on the Ackley test function
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Figure A.4: Conditional probability of success and runtime (μ+ λ)EAKBS on the
Royal Roads test function. Algorithms with other parameter settings do not solve
the problem in the set number of generations.

Figure A.5: Conditional probability of success and runtime of (μ + λ)EAKBS vs
(μ+ λ)EA−KBS on the Four Peaks test function
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Figure A.6: Conditional probability of success and runtime of (μ + λ)EAKBS vs
(μ+ λ)EA−KBS on the trivial TSP

Figure A.7: Conditional probability of success and runtime of (μ+ λ)EA−KBS on
the TSP on US Capital Cities. Algorithms with KBS do not solve the problem in
the set number of generations
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Figure A.8: Probability of success (μ+λ)EAKBS vs (μ+λ)EA−KBS on the trivial
k-means clustering problem

Figure A.9: Probability of success (μ+λ)EAKBS vs (μ+λ)EA−KBS on the random
k-means clustering problem
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Figure A.10: Histograms of bootstrap estimate of the difference in means for
the Rosenbrock function: probability of failure, conditional probability of success,
runtime
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Figure A.11: Histograms of bootstrap estimate of the difference in means for
the Rastrigin function: probability of failure, conditional probability of success,
runtime
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Figure A.12: Histograms of bootstrap estimate of the difference in means for the
Ackley function: probability of failure, conditional probability of success, runtime
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Figure A.13: Histograms of bootstrap estimate of the difference in means for the
Royal Roads function: probability of failure, and conditional probability of success
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Figure A.14: Histograms of bootstrap estimate of the difference in means for
the Four Peaks function: probability of failure, conditional probability of success,
runtime
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Figure A.15: Histograms of bootstrap estimate of the difference in means for the
TSP on a circle: probability of failure, conditional probability of success, runtime
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Figure A.16: Histograms of bootstrap estimate of the difference in means for the
TSP on US Cities: probability of failure and conditional probability of success
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Figure A.17: Histograms of bootstrap estimate of the difference in means for the
trivial k-means clustering problem: probability of failure, conditional probability
of success, runtime
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Figure A.18: Histograms of bootstrap estimate of the difference in means for the
random k-means clustering problem: probability of failure, conditional probability
of success, runtime



Appendix B

Concepts from Probability

Theory

Concepts in this Appendix were used throughout the thesis: the law of total

probability in Chapter 4 to derive the probability of failure, Bernoulli, Binomial

and CLT in Chapter 5. Ideas from Markov Chain theory were used extensively in

both of these chapters.

Law of Total Probability For an event A and a set of events Bi s.t. ∪iBi = Ω,

∀i, j Bi ∪ Bj = ∅ where Ω is the sample space the following is true:

P (A) =
n∑

i=1

P (A|Bi)P (Bi) > P (A|Bi)P (Bi)

Bernoulli and Binomial probability ifXk ∼ Bernoulli(p), then Y =
∑n

k=1 Xk ∼
Binomial(n, p) with EY = np,VarY = np(1− p) and

P (Y ≤ r) =
r∑

k=0

(
n

k

)
pk(1− p)n−k

Since this expression does not exist in closed form, it can be either approximated

using mathematical tools, as in e.g. [Wor94], which can get quite messy, or using

the Central Limit Theorem.
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Central Limit Theorem (CLT) If Xi ∼ F with EXi = μ < ∞,VarXi =

σ2 < ∞, then

lim
n→∞

(∑n
i=1 Xi − nμ

σ
√
n

≤ x

)
= Φ(x)

where Φ(x) is Standard Normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1.

Applications of CLT Getting back to the example with the Binomial distri-

bution above, the cumulative probability can be derived in the following way:

r∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
pj(1− p)n−j = P (Y ≤ r) = P

(
Y − nμ

σ
√
n

≤ r − nμ

σ
√
n

)
→n Φ

(
r − nμ

σ
√
n

)

Given that for the Bernoulli rv μ = p, σ =
√

p(1− p) the above result reduces to

P (Y ≤ r) →n Φ

(
r − np√
np(1− p)

)

Another useful application of CLT in this thesis is approximation of cumula-

tive distribution function of Poisson random variable. If X ∼ Poisson(λ), then

X =
∑λ

i=1 Xi, where Xi ∼ Poisson(1) with EX = E
∑λ

i=1 Xi = λ,VarX =

Var
∑λ

i=1 Xi = λ the, for large λ:

Sλ =
λ∑

k=0

λk

k!
= eλ

λ∑
k=1

e−λλk

k!
= eλP(X ≤ λ) = eλP

(∑n
k=1 Xk − λ√

λ
≤ 0

)
≈ eλ

2

since Φ(0) = 1
2
.

Absorbing states in a Markov Chain Throughout the thesis, the concept of

absorbing states was used to support the fact that once an elitist EA has found

the global solution, it always maintains it, i.e. the artificial fitness level has the

same property as an absorbing state in a Markov chain:

If a stochastic process X(t) is defined on a discrete set of states S, a state si

with the property

P (X(t+ 1) = si|X(t) = si) = 1 ∀ t
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is called absorbing.

Mean first hitting time in a Markov Chain The main focus of the thesis,

runtime of EAs, roughly corresponds to the concept of the mean first hitting time

in an MC. Since the objective is the expected time to find the global solution, this

can be seen as the problem of finding the mean first hitting time of the absorbing

state A in a system where all other states are transient (i.e. limt→∞ ptii = 0, the

probability to return to the state after t steps):

m1,A = 1 +
n∑

j=1

mj,Ap1,j

Stationary distribution in a Markov Chain In Section 5.5 an absorbing MC

was approximated by transforming the probability distribution in the state δ∗α.

Here the idea behind this transformation is explained.

Stationary distribution in an MC is defined as

π = π lim
n→∞

Pn

where π is the vector or stationary distribution, Pn is the transition matrix defined

recurrently as Pn = Pn−1P. Intuitively, π is the limiting proportion of time spent

by X(t) in each state (so the values in the vector sum to 1). Obviously, if the

state si is transient, then, by Borel-Cantelli lemma P (X(t) = si i.o.) = 0, and

the respective entry is 0. If the MC consists of all but one state transitive and

one state absorbing, the values in π trivially converge to 0 for all entries except

this last one and 1 for the absorbing state. Transformation in Section 5.5 makes

the MC ergodic and all states positive-recurrent, i.e. all entries in π are strictly

positive.
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